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Editorial Editorial Editorial Editorial Editorial Editorial

In Europe, this spring of 2012 is marked by recession,
rising unemployment, national unrest and anxious
politicians. “We need growth”, they say. But how
are they, and how are we going to create it?
The European crisis is a major crisis of private and
public debt indissociable from the type of growth it has
f inanced, focused on consumerism and the
accumulation of wealth. The debts left behind and the
obvious lack of preparation today weigh like lead on our
efforts to build new growth. All we hear is (albeit
important) talk of how far-reaching our austerity
plans should be, when instead we should be
actively working to increase and unite our efforts to
create growth fuelled by a new industry. 
To meet demand, some may be tempted to kick-start
the economy through consumption, but the nose dive
that would follow would be even more terrible. We are
in need of long-term recovery, to begin to consolidate
the foundations for medium and long-term growth.
And the driving force for this recovery must be
investment. But it must also be efficient, because we
could lose enormous resources if they are invested in
research, education and infrastructure that do not
generate production and employment. And a crucial
aspect of efficiency is competitiveness. Let’s face it,
why is the Union under threat of exploding? Because
of the extreme trade imbalances and competitiveness
gaps behind the debts in the Eurozone. All investment
init iat ives must be aimed at increasing the
competitiveness of most European countries, in
particular their ability to export. And it is industry that
is the most important source of competitiveness and
productivity. 
Far from diminishing the prominent role played by
industry in stimulating economic growth, today’s
important changes of knowledge and technology are
creating new opportunities for industrial innovation and
development. And far from opposing the desired
expansion in services to meet new societal needs, it is
important we understand that this is only possible if
combined with a renewed industrial base. While
Germany has taken the trouble to defend and promote
its industry, and demonstrated its strategic capacity and
efficiency, a lot of other European countries are the
victims of deindustrialisation. And although the
European Union on the whole successfully held its
ground against global competition during the 2000s, the
future is very uncertain. The large-scale restructuring
programmes that are emerging are fraught with danger. 
Under the spotlight of recession and competition, a
number of potential national industries may collapse.
Given their high degree of interdependence within
the internal market, the European countries must –

and as a matter of urgency – prevent such risk
and develop industrial cooperation with a view to:
i) consolidating national production systems and
reterritorialising economic activity; and ii )
strengthening Europe’s global competitiveness.
This industrial cooperation challenge is crucial to
the Eurozone’s viability and for the new member
countries. These cooperative industrial strategies must
be capable of meeting competitiveness requirements,
while at the same time delivering positive solutions to
minimise suffering and meet companies’ expectations.
They must come as part of a sustainable development
strategy, which implies reconciling environmental
requirements with social cohesion and competitiveness.
The “green economy” sought in response to
environmental requirements is one aspect of this
strategy, but not the only one. Particularly if it is poorly
managed, as this may result in job losses that are not
compensated for by net creation. 
To be consistent and effective, growth policies
centred on industrial development must overcome
three challenges: foster innovation capable of
stimulating all activities; promote the societal,
economic and financial value of projects; and
create an industrial relation system based on
cooperation. These are national and European
challenges. 
If we are to succeed, our management and
administration models and criteria must be
fundamentally changed. The markets and private
initiatives alone cannot deliver the solutions that the
industrial sector needs. Loud outcries against
“Colbertism” and the “Gosplan” obscure and desecrate
the understanding that it is our duty to establish joint
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frameworks for publ ic action, promoting the
development of cooperative models. The unproductive
cost of public action in this respect must be reduced
and the public institutions modernised. They must be
endowed with a greater capacity for expertise and
wil l ing to cooperate more than ever with their
counterparts in Europe. This would not rob the private
sector of its capacity for initiative at all. On the contrary,
it would encourage such initiative. On the one hand,
corporate governance must be able to focus on
projects of public interest, thus freeing itself from the
dictatorship of shareholder value; on the other, public
action must be de-bureaucratised. Projects will depend
on the increased initiatives and cooperative efforts of
local European players, in particular by forming groups
and drawing on the support of networks (businesses,
unions, local authorities). For their part, the public
institutions will need to call for this participation by
encouraging cooperation links and bringing them
together as part of a general interest strategy. This just
goes to show how important it will be to foster
new complementarity between the private and
public sectors. 

***
In this study, we will not be able to go into any great
depth about preferred national strategies and policies.
Instead we will focus on the issue of defining a
European strategy. Although we will not discuss the
budgetary and fiscal policies needed for new growth,
we will look at the no less important but barely explored
reforms of the economy’s foundations. We hear talk of
“structural reforms”, but which ones? We need mixed
structures in which private and public players work
together, and new market and financing models: it is
urgent that we open up the debate on these issues.
The political initiative to contain the recession and
boost sustainable growth must be deployed
immediately as a matter of urgency and over the long
term at two levels, and in two areas, not just one. 
In the Eurozone, where it has become a condition for
survival, and beyond we need to reunite volunteer
Member States to build together, as one, a pact aimed
at re-establishing industry and competitiveness through
cooperation. It is in this context that dialogue with
Germany is absolutely crucial – even though at
Community level we are doing nothing in the way of
coordinating national policies for industry. 
The EU is the only level currently called upon to “revive”
the economy, but we are deluding ourselves if we
think that it can unite the Member States around an
industrial strategy at a time when the United Kingdom
and others are seeking to retain full independence
regarding their economic policies! Nonetheless, the
EU has a duty to support the Member States
interested in cooperating in the name of growth.

Two major political issues are on the agenda. First,
the second stage of the single market reform, which
must serve as a base for competitive industries,
and in this respect the competition policy reform is
a priority. Second, the reform of the EU budget
and the financial prospects for 2014. In this, the
Commission is at the forefront, but national
governments, including those in the Eurozone, are
refusing to pool resources for growth. Such a blinkered
approach must be fought.
These political initiatives will require new governance
strategies: the creation of a Eurozone Ministry of
Economy and Finance; a reform of the Commission,
which currently has no influence in terms of strategic
thinking or capacity; and close dialogue between
national and European politicians. And, above all, they
will require initiatives from economic and social players,
and from civil societies, to re-engage in dialogue, unite
efforts and offer structural support.
An industrial strategy architecture and our proposals will
be presented here in the form of a system that unites
several key factors: a European mechanism for
promoting human capital and industrial relations; the
promotion of European corporate models capable of
satisfying both commercial interests and public good
functions; the development of European public goods
network industries for fostering innovation; an internal
market and technological, sectoral and territorial policies
forming a European base camp in the global economy; the
reconstruction of the international trade and investment
policy in favour of reciprocity and mutual interest; and the
promotion of the economic value of long-term investments
to break with the dogmas of share value. 
In this article we put forward a series of proposals,
which together form the basis of a future policy
framework(1). Many are already being discussed, and
some of the projects described are already being
implemented in the European Union, albeit in a very
chaotic manner. A more systemic approach could lead
to greater political coherence, and could rally more
social support by appealing to the intelligence and the
expectations of the general public. ■

(1) These propositions are based on twenty years of work at

Confrontations Europe and are an attempt at synthesizing our

multiple researches and initiatives. For details, refer to the

collective book Towards Competitiveness and Solidarity in

Europe, coordinated by Claude Fischer in the Europe after

Europe Collection, Le Manuscrit 2011; “Social dialogue and

industrial relations to solve the competitiveness/solidarity

equation” in Entretiens Economiques Européens of November

2011 at Collège des Bernardins, with our partners Astrid and

Berteslmann Stiftung; the editorial “Le retour de l’impératif

industriel” in La Revue n°96, Oct-Dec 2011 by Claude Fischer,

president of Confrontations Europe, moderator of discus-

sions and work under our working-group InduServices.
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How to bring Europeans together 
around an industrial strategy?
It would be delusional to believe that the European Member States and the Union itself 

already understand the need for reindustrialisation. 

➊ REALITY CHECK
The idea that industrial decline is normal and that
the future lies in the service sector is continuing to
wreak havoc. A strong industrial sector is still a
necessary foundation for growth: it generates the
majority of research and development and of export
sales – two essential levers of technological progress
– and is also responsible for productivity gains (unlike
the service sector, which has seen its productivity
stagnate in Europe). The added value and the
infrastructure that it creates allow the development of
services for both households and businesses.
Conversely, with the advent of the information revolution
and the Internet, these services are increasingly
necessary to industry, both upstream of production
(research, training, etc.) and downstream (logistics,
sales, etc.). They already account for 20% of
international trade. 
So we must avoid superficiality, and think less in
terms of the service sector replacing industry and
more in terms of the two as a pair. We must accept
the fact that they are mutually enriching,
complementary(1). Let us not forget that growth results
from job creation and productivity gains. While the
majority of new jobs in Europe are created in the service
sector, industry generates the most productivity. 
Similarly, as far as Europe’s competitiveness in the
global economy is concerned, we should not by
any means consider the service sector as a strong
point that compensate for industry as a weak point,
or base our strategy on promoting services and
accepting the decline of industry. Only by coupling
services and industry can we redefine and
consolidate the comparative advantages.
The international trade statistics for the EU-27(2) show
that industry and the services both generate a trade
surplus. The manufacturing industry is holding out well
(¤ 174 billion surplus in 2010) and the service industry

has made good progress (¤ 85 billion surplus). On the
other hand, the primary goods sector – essentially
fossil fuels for energy consumption – has posted a
massive deficit of ¤ 307 billion, and the balance of
transfers (immigrant workers’ remittances to countries
of origin, international cooperation) is also negative (–
¤ 100 billion). Overall, the Union’s current account
balance has been negative since 2004.
We should not let the figures for 2010 cloud our view
of the underlying negative trends. Posting substantial
surplus earnings for manufactured goods when we
are importing less because of the recession or the
very low internal growth rate is not necessarily a huge
achievement. In addition, our share of the export market
is dropping, even though the newly emerged economic
powers are developing rapidly. China, Korea and other
countries are adopting or have already adopted and
assimilated the new technologies and are now asserting
themselves, even in production of capital goods where
Europe has traditionally been very strong (see for
example China’s share in the renewable energy and
vehicle equipment markets). And whereas the United
States has embarked on a programme of
reindustrialisation, Europe’s future in terms of its
industrial competitiveness is looking rather bleak.
Surplus earnings in the service sector, which provides
a support function to the global economy (especially
financial and business services), will not make up for a
declining industrial sector. 
Hence, those still advocating the old Ricardian theory
of comparative advantage so as to bet on services
and minimise industry are giving bad counsel. Two
fundamental changes have occurred that render this
theory obsolete. First, the information and
technological revolution has profoundly changed
the nature of innovation and its role as a driver of
competitiveness. As a result, we need to rethink all
specialisations and keeping status is no longer a factor.
Secondly, due to the internationalisation of production
– all products being designed and manufactured in
several different parts of the world at the same time
thanks to the rise of paperless data exchange – the
structure of value creation chains is becoming a
strategic factor in location and relocation decisions.
Yet Europe is lagging behind in both these challenges.
Because it is deeply divided it has no strategy, unlike
the other major economic powers. 

(1) Les forces et faiblesses de l’Union européenne dans la

mondialisation, by Anne Macey after the March 26 2012

working session Europe-Monde with Deniz Unal, economist

at CEPII, and Emmanuelle Butaud-Stubbs, member of CESE,

as speakers.  

(2) Décryptage des statistiques du commerce international de

l'Union et de ses Etats-Membres, by Anne Macey in L’Option

n°30 of Confrontations Europe to be released in the fall of 2012.
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Part 1

Part 1 Part 1 Part 1 Part 1 Part 1 Part 1 Part 1 

Intra-Community polarisation and deindustrialisation,
resulting from the uneven use of scale effects across
the large internal market and aggravated by
agglomeration effects in the knowledge economy,
are threatening to break up the Union and are
undermining its overall competitiveness(3). 
“European” industry as such does not exist: it is a
cluster of national industries. In the 2000s, polarisation
between the Member States deepened and a “core”
group of countries emerged: Germany is a major
industrial power that, in 2010, recorded ¤ 143 billion in
surplus earnings from manufactured goods out of the
total ¤ 174 billion generated by the EU-27. Alongside
Germany, countries such as the Netherlands, Sweden,
Denmark and Austria have achieved or maintained
competitive positions in several markets. 
Germany is the world’s leading producer of capital goods,
which are in demand everywhere. No other European
country can challenge this position. Italy is still highly
specialised, notably in mechanical goods and machinery.
France is seeing a decline in its specialisations (especially
its automotive industry), with the exception of the
aeronautical industry. German industry now weighs twice
as much as French industry. Eastern Europe has benefited
from the relocation of German companies (thus forming
a low-cost area for the production of intermediate goods)
but their future is highly uncertain, so they are trying to
develop their innovation capacity. Countries in southern
Europe, such as Spain, Portugal and Greece, have huge
deficits due their lack of industrial competitiveness. 
As for the United Kingdom, it benefits enormously from
the internal market and the Euro; it is home to half of the
financial and business services in the EU-27. However,
it is currently preoccupied by the negative impact of
the relative deindustrialisation of its economy. 
These countries are not all equally able to seize
the opportunities offered by the internal market
and the Euro. And competition within the internal
market is very stiff. Against expectations, the
specialisations of the Member States have not grown
stronger (except in the industrial sector of the core
countries and in the services in the UK), and competition
is affecting every product range.
The concentration of industrial power in the core
countries is having a negative impact on the other
countries. This impact is today growing, as overall
demand in Europe has stagnated and many countries

are unable to increase their exports. Only Germany is in
a position to consolidate and develop its industrial power
in neighbouring countries (such as Russia) and in Asia.
The Euro enabled deficit countries to finance their debts
at a low cost. As the underlying problems were
concealed, the property and tourism bubbles grew
bigger, while industrial competitiveness gaps widened
considerably. These gaps have become even more
pronounced since the financial crisis because creditors
have taken fright. Several countries are in recession
and will not be able to restore their competitiveness
any time soon. They are caught between a rock and a
hard place: they have an obligation to reduce their
debts, but investors are fleeing risk.
The Euro can no longer protect us from the
consequences of deindustrialisation; the problem is
systemic. Bearing in mind the external and
asymmetrical impact of the most competitive
economies on other countries, we must work
together to harmonise industrial development in the
Eurozone. Either we reinforce solidarity and
convergence in order to incorporate the weaker
countries and their specialisations into an integrated
European industrial system, or the EMU collapses.

➋ ESSENTIAL COOPERATION STRATEGIES
European countries are dealing with globalisation
and with technological change individually, without
any European coordination in terms of industrial
competitiveness. Each country is relying on its
traditions and is using its old structures and models
to try and renovate its industrial system. Jean-Louis
Beffa has conceptualised individual situations and offered
up his own experience to help us understand the choices
made, choices we must think about carefully if we are to
develop an effective “strategy”. He has explored the

(3) Brief of Meeting “Finances publiques : l’épreuve de vérité

pour la zone euro” held September 2001 for the working-

group, composed of Michel Aglietta, Nil Bayik, Thomas Brand,

Benjamin Carton, Dramane Coulibaly, Claire Loupias; report of

the working-group Crise de Confrontations Europe by Alain Turc

on the website www.confrontations.org and “Zone euro,

éclatement ou fédération” by Michel Aglietta, Michalon, 2012.
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architecture of the different models used and divided the
countries into categories depending on their choices(4). 
An industrial system is structured by the respective
roles of the government and of the economic and
financial players and by their relationships according to
three main factors. First, the role of shareholders in
corporate governance: do financial shareholders prevail,
or do stakeholders shared interests? Second, the
innovation system: is it driven by the market or by the
government, bearing in mind that public/private
complementarity is always a factor? Third, labour
relations: are they cooperative or not? Is the labour
market flexible, is it dominated by the professional sector
or is it regulated and co-managed? 
Countries can be divided into four categories depending
on the model they have chosen: i) neoliberal financial
capitalism, under which the financial markets are fully
l iberal ised, corporate strategy is governed by
shareholders, innovation is in the hands of small
companies and the labour market is flexible (e.g. the
USA, but hybrid due to its military-industrial complex,
and the UK); ii) commercial industrial capitalism, under
which exports are of primary importance, corporate
governance systems focus on the long term and the
labour market is institutionalised (e.g. Germany and
Japan) or organised in a more authoritarian manner
(China); iii) an inward-looking model based on domestic
demand (e.g. India and Brazil); and iv) a rentier model
(countries with substantial natural resources, such as
Saudi Arabia and Russia).
Each country must make a choice, writes J-L. Beffa, and
this statement is addressed to France in particular. After
adopting some very effective models – an inward-looking
reconstruction model after the war, then a commercial-
industrial model driven by the government – France
switched to a neoliberal financial policy in the mid-
1980s. Public-sector industrial expertise was virtually
wiped out, vocational and continuing education fell into
abeyance, and the country fai led to seize the
opportunities offered by the European internal market
and by international trade. Government grants for
industry were not used to develop a solid manufacturing
sector. Sectorial expertise remained taboo, even at the
very heart of government, i.e. in the Ministry of Economy
and Finance. The latter did not aggregate data and
projects, and cultivated the narrow approach of financial
control. The situation changed in the 2000s with the
creation of competitiveness clusters, the strategic

investment fund, the Grenelle Environment Forum and
the Grand Emprunt investment initiative. But we now
have a hybrid model, both statist and liberal. We need
to create a new government action structure in tandem
with the private sector, and should aim for a new
“commercial industrial” model in accordance with the
recommendations of J-L. Beffa.
The contrast with Germany is striking. After the war,
Germany set up a very resilient ordoliberal institutional
system, based on co-management in matters of
defence and promotion of industry, and decentralised
cooperation between business, banks and institutions,
which paved the way for a synergised approach to
international markets. France’s situation is also very
different to that of the Nordic countries which, in
response to the economic crisis of the early 1990s,
completely changed their labour market by securing job-
to-job transitions. They also made the redefinition of their
industrial strategy a joint imperative. 
The European Union has not had a common
industrial policy since the ECSC. The creation of the
single market could have changed things but it did not,
and the intra-Community competition policy reigned
supreme. Even when the Euro was introduced and
national devaluations were no longer possible, industry
remained a national concern. 
The European Community has introduced the
liberalisation policies needed to open up national
markets. It has focused these policies on the circulation
of capital and goods, f inancial services and
telecommunications, thus ensuring that European
countries are involved in the process of commercial
and financial globalisation. Each Member State has
been free to implement its own industrial, employment
and training policies, and they are all competing with
each other in the single market. Until recently, the
Community institutions refused to treat industry as a
subject of common interest. The Competitiveness
Council is nothing but a shadow. The competition policy,
for which the European Commission can both decide
and regulate, is not subordinate to a growth strategy; it
discourages government intervention and the investment
of public funds in industrial organisation and
development. In a bid to protect consumers’ interests
alone, it has separated each segment of the value
creation chain. It has also attempted to impose the de-
integration of network industries; in doing this, it has
deliberately ignored past events and theoretical sources
that prove that these growing industries should be
placed under government control to ensure universal
access. Of course, the EU has introduced programmes
and attempted to create a common research and
innovation area, but fragmentation is still an issue and the
research conducted does not benefit either production
or the market. As for the cohesion policies, although they
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(4) Jean-Louis Beffa, La France doit choisir, Seuil, 2012.

This book addresses to the French but also to all Eruopeans:

it calls for cooperation within the eurozone. To compare with

“Europe: le continent perdu?” by Philippe Maystadt, 2011.

He sketches a strategy for the European Union, “or at least

for the eurozone.” ���
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��� can boost solidarity and help weaker countries to
become more competitive, they were deprived of any
real impact when it was decided that the funds would go
to the national governments, as the Union does not
bear any responsibility for cooperation on industrial
projects of common interest. 
The EU is currently setting up a centralised system for
coordinating national fiscal policies, which is crucial for
the viability of the EMU. But the method chosen in the
2000s for coordinating national economic policies (the
“open coordination method” of the growth, employment
and competitiveness “Lisbon strategy”), reproduced
again in the EU 2020 Strategy, has clearly failed. And
regarding how to fight against the growing industrial
competitiveness gaps, it is foolish to believe it will be
enough simply to monitor the performance of Member
States, using macroeconomic competitiveness indicators
focusing essentially on the ratio of wages plus social
security contributions/productivity: the Union is taking into
consideration neither the “external” effects of Germany’s
strategy fo industrial power, nor the need to develop a
competitive offering on a European scale. True, the
Member States want to protect their “sovereignty”. Each
country must of course assume its own responsibilities
and keep its house in order, but a national policty
that is not buttressed by European solidarity cannot
be successful. All the European countries are
concerned because they share the single market, and
many of them also share the same currency. 
Recently, the EU has again started speaking of industrial
policy(5). We will take into account and assess the efforts
already employed later in this text. On the whole, our
concern remains the same: the EU has failed to
coordinate industrial policies, it is continuing to ask
Member States to make “structural reforms” on a one
size fits all basis, the main goal being to liberalise the
services and labour markets. In fact, it should be
looking at the specific features of national industries
and examining the differences between them,
studying the impact that one country’s decisions
have on others, and searching for complementarity
and synergy. They have now come up with the idea of
developing a European plan to encourage reinvestment
in Greece (inaptly named the “Marshall plan”). But the
solution to restoring the monetary union and boosting the
growth potential of the Union as a whole does not by any
means lie in Greece alone. 
If we are to pursue a European-wide industrial
development and innovation strategy, we will need
to radically transform the single market and its
disciplines. Already in January 2007, we called for the

launch of a new Single Act to transform Europe into an
arena stimulating cooperation and synergies for new
growth. The opportunity came in 2010, instigated by
Mario Monti and Michel Barnier(6). But President J. M.
Barroso and the College of Commissioners did not
grasp the full ambition of this project, and did not support
the historic compromise proposed by Mario Monti as a
policy option, i.e. to negotiate a “balance” between
liberalisation policies and the introduction of industrial and
social dimensions within the single market. Michel Barnier
nevertheless managed to ensure that a Single Market Act
(SMA) be accepted as a renovation project having two
objectives: to increase the involvement of citizens and
social and economic players in the single market, and to
create a basis for new growth. The aim being to
encourage Europeans to seize opportunities and not just
to make sure they understand their rights, which can be
both useful and a handicap in terms of sustainable
development. It is important not to minimise either the
initial achievements, or the obstacles presented by
divided Member States. When a consultation is launched
to change public procurement rules, only two of the
twenty-seven Member States express any interest in it
serving as an industrial innovation strategy. But, as we
will see, the die has not yet been cast, and a more
powerful second step might be envisaged. 

Unity at EU level or separate cooperation agreements
between different countries: a decision must be made.
Reality is based on fact, and the fact is that two models
of national capitalism exist in Europe (for the sake of
simplicity, because of course different varieties and
mixes exist), i.e. neoliberal financial capitalism and
commercial industrial capitalism. The United Kingdom
and a few other countries wish to maintain control of their
national policy choices but are fighting to ensure that the
single market is engineered and run according to the
neoliberal financial model and compromise in sight!
Like many company managers in continental Europe,
Jean-Louis Beffa does not believe that the EU-27
institutions are going to solve the problem and
establish an operating system focused on industrial
competitiveness. Consequently, he is targeting
multinational cooperation strategies, and has
suggested that France and Germany establish a fair
and balanced agreement open to other countries. Under
this agreement, they would agree to “support the
international financial ambitions of the City, provided
that they do not go against the interests of France and
Germany”. This raises a lot of questions: how can France
and Germany establish a balanced agreement when

(5) “Compétitivité et solidarité : comment l’Europe va-t-elle

construire sa croissance?” in Confrontations Europe La Revue

n°93, January-March 2011.

(6) Report by Mario Monti to the European Commission, “A New

Strategy for the Single Market – at the service of Europe’s

economy and society”, May 2010.
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the balance of industrial power between them is so
uneven? How can we reduce the primacy of the
Community competition policy if Germany refuses to
question it? Is industrial development in continental
Europe compatible with the City’s monopoly of the
financial sector? And how do we prevent the Franco-
German agreement from being perceived as an attempt
to create a union that would not benefit the other
continental countries; also, how would we detach these
countries from the neoliberal financial model? 
A number of answers come to mind. First of all, nothing
can be done if France cannot make its own mind up
about which industrial model to choose and opts instead
for protectionism! Secondly, we need a clear set of
principles on which to build a cooperation strategy. Lastly,
the dialogue must include the critical mass. We should not
be considering a preliminary agreement between Germany
and France alone, but trying to reach an agreement that
also includes Italy, Spain and Poland for example. 
Having said this, we are going to propose a strategy
with two objectives, the first being to build a
multinational alliance of industrial cooperation, and
the second to fundamentally reform the
Community’s rules and markets.

While competition between nations in its pure and simple
form leads to waste of resources and investment and to
the destruction of social and industrial capital,
cooperation is aimed at pooling resources for joint
projects in order to reduce the costs incurred by each
party. It makes it possible to share, to disseminate, and
to spur innovation. And also to build the necessary
alliances to present a united front in the face of global
competition. At the initiative of France and Germany, a
“Euro Plus Pact” was launched in 2011, but under the
general pressure its scope was quickly reduced to focus
on public finance discipline to the exclusion of
competitiveness objectives. Since then, a treaty aimed
at achieving tighter fiscal discipline has been signed, but
not yet ratified. We still need an ambitious industrial
cooperation strategy, which according to J-L. Beffa
should aim to develop a “commercial industrial model”.
And the overall package should include the market tools
and shared resources needed for effective cooperation. 
Yet it is the EU-27 that defines the rules for the single
market and establishes the European budget.
Therefore, tension is inevitable: the members of the pact
will have to pull together to ensure that these rules and
budget meet their needs, rather than split up and

PROPOSAL 1 Reunite volunteer 
Member States in the Eurozone and
beyond around a multinational industrial
cooperation and development pact

rebuild the whole of Europe (which, politically speaking
is neither likely nor desirable). A middle road is also
possible: to acknowledge the differences between
Member States, beef up the pact and take steps to
update the “Community method” and its market models
as far as possible in the interests of the entire Union and
in response to crucial social needs and choices. This
is the direction that Confrontations Europe has been
taking for several years now. 

This agenda must ensure that it connects short-term
“recovery” with the strengthening of potential for the
medium and long-term. Below are a few guidelines for
short-term action, the priority being in the field of
employment. The social safety net must of course be
preserved, but also activated. We need to train the
unemployed, provide vocational training for young
people, and attract new recruits and career transitions
to jobs and innovation in industry. Companies must
be called upon to help reinforce growth by shouldering
new training and quality job responsibilities. Regarding
investments in economic and social infrastructures,
stakeholders need to work together to plan and select
the right projects and to mobilise resources in the form
of savings and loans. “Golden rules” must be in a
counter cyclical way, and the EU must pool guarantees
and resources for training and investment. We need to
call on financial public institutions and the EIB, and to
not only propose “project bonds” for private investors
but also experiment with “Eurobonds” to boost recovery
in countries in difficulty by introducing projects designed
to boost their own competitiveness. Finally, and most
importantly, it is essential that a Community or
multinational initiative (because the United Kingdom
will not subscribe to it) be developed to adopt a
common banking policy capable of restructuring this
sector while also renewing the credit function. The ECB
must be able to assume its financial stability function
while at the same time supporting these initiatives within
a context of constructive dialogue.

➌ SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
IS A UNIFYING CONCEPT, BUT IT NEEDS
TO BE BASED ON NEW ECONOMIC
POLICY AND MANAGEMENT MODELS
The spirit guiding the EU 2020 Strategy is that of
sustainable development, which is already a federating
concept in the UN. But we are a still long way from

PROPOSAL 2 Focus the Community
policy agenda on the second stage 
of the single market reform and
the reform of the EU budget to create 
a solid foundation for new growth

���
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��� forging a collective consciousness and a capacity for
action in Europe. The concept has been closely
linked to the ecological imperative, and centred
around the fight against climate change and its
effects. However, the work conducted under the
supervision of the UN has given it a much broader
scope, encompassing the development of human
capital and employment, the reduction of poverty,
social cohesion, intergenerational equity, solidarity,
etc.(7) In fact, sustainable development refers to
universally accessible human and sustainable
ecological development. And the contradictions
between the different objects must be overcome rather
than simply ignored. Because if people have to choose
between employment and purchasing power on the
one hand and ecology on the other, we know their
preference!
A primary concern is employment, but the question
of how to protect jobs while opening up markets
and meeting competitiveness goals is the subject
of much heated debate. Germany has managed to do
this, so its “model” certainly holds some interest for us;
not with a view to copying it of course, but to adjusting
it to meet specific national requirements. For example,
Germany is not afraid to relocate production abroad if
in exchange it can channel the resulting profits into
consolidating its industrial base: training, investment,
high added-value specialisations. However, the German
model does have its drawbacks: wages are low and job
insecurity is high in the service sector, and the model
is not cooperative. A solidarity pact should be drawn up
to deal with these issues. But France does not even
have an established model, and French society is based
on the ritual chanting of magic formulas: “Produce and
buy in France”, under “Community protection”. Although
it might seem fairer to “Produce in France”, demand is
so limited that many companies have to produce
abroad to survive, e.g. in the automotive sector. In
addition, a great deal needs to be imported from
elsewhere to make production in France possible. The
aim is therefore to build a competitive system likely
to create more added value on national soil. To this
end, what concrete actions have we taken to develop
such a value creation chain and increase cohesion?
When we should have been pouring our productivity
gains into training and innovation, we preferred to use
them in leisure activities instead. By regarding domestic
consumption as a growth driver, but failing to rehabilitate

our public goods and our industry, we have also turned
our backs on the future. Competitiveness, which is
the long-term ability to produce enough to meet
needs without accumulation of external deficits,
has been neglected. As a result, our external debt
is growing. We must be able to generate more
added value, use it for investment purposes and
maintain our long-term export capacity. As for
protection, if that means breaking up international value
creation chains, then it will have a disastrous effect on
employment. The best way of protecting ourselves is to
work together to create innovative, complementary
and integrated industrial systems, coupled with an
external policy that will promote mutually beneficial
reciprocity. These systems must embrace the major
technological changes, create the necessary
infrastructure and innovation models by establishing
new links between society and industry, and make
long-term investment commitments, notably in the
fields of carbon-free energy, raw material efficiency,
the sharing of “smart” service networks, soil recovery,
and effective use of the digital revolution in all areas.
Those who find the “right answer” have a head start
over their global competitors. 
Having promoted the idea of “degrowth”, a vague
concept that seems inconsistent with the fight against
unemployment, political ecologists are now
recommending “green industry”. Studies show that
the jobs thus created do not compensate for destruction
elsewhere. Green industry must not – and cannot –
replace traditional industries, which meet basic social
needs. It is not enough to simply create a green-
technology sector. Green industry implies transforming
all production methods so as to economize and recycle
natural resources. Moreover, it is not an island safe
from danger: the green industry is also a victim of the
financial crisis(8) and has already become the object of
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(7) Minutes by Anne Macey of the January 25 2012 workshop

Europe-Monde, “Les enjeux des négociations internationales sur

le changement climatique après Durban et dans la perspective

de Rio+20” with speakers Connie Hedegaard, European

Commissary for Climate Action and Thomas Spencer, Research

Fellow for Climate and Energy Efficiency at IDDRI.
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strong international competition. Although green jobs do
exist locally, the equipment needed falls within the remit
of heavy industry. Even onshore wind turbines are
essentially manufactured by large multinational
companies, and none of tomorrow’s offshore turbines will
be manufactured locally. Offshore wind generation
should fall within the scope of a multinational European
project, especially since the interconnections will have to
be integrated into the European grid. Green Europe
should therefore intervene both in the “major industry”
sector and at the decentralised level to ensure that
basic industries – for example energy-intensive industries
– are not destroyed. Ecological standards create
additional costs for “traditional” industries, yet these
too must be able to innovate and invest if we want to
curb unemployment. And choosing such and such a
technology to the detriment of another is a problem, not
only when the costs are ignored but also because
different countries – both in Europe and in other parts of
the world – have radically different traditional and
geographical specialisations (for example, many countries
are still tremendously reliant on fossil fuels). If sustainable
development costs are not shared, if solidarity is not
improved, if the shift of people from one production
method to another is not organised, and if national
specialisations are not renewed then the most vulnerable
populations and countries will be hit extremely hard. 
How can we simultaneously achieve the sustainable
development objectives? It is above all a formidable
democratic challenge, as it involves sharing new
collective choices as well as the resulting responsibilities.
At the same time, we will need to change our mental
software along with our economic policy and
administration and business management practices. 
We need a growth pattern that is not based solely on
the notion of “quality” (for which new quantitative
measures must also be found!). We must choose a
model no longer driven by consumption (bolstered
by credit), but by investment in the renewal of
public goods, in other words our human, societal and
natural capital. To achieve this, investment in
services/industrial infrastructure will be essential.
Dieter Helm(9) clearly underlined this point, and it is one
that we share. Our financial and fiscal macroeconomic
policy models need to be rethought with this in mind, as
Michel Aglietta has clearly shown. The models governing
our structural choices and management criteria must also
change. We need to create real and available added
value instead of financial shareholder value, and to join

forces to share costs and cooperate on projects rather
than compete at daggers drawn. Dogmatic liberal
thinking, according to which the market will trigger the
huge investments needed is leading us nowhere. And the
financial sector chooses projects likely to offer rich
pickings for shareholders, creating bubbles without
evaluating the actual costs and benefits for populations.
The central objective of the Lisbon Treaty, i.e. to
develop a “highly competitive social market
economy”, one inspired by the German model, has
not been developed. Moreover, it could do with
being seriously redefined(10). 
The EU has not bothered to develop the economics of
changes in management models and in structures. A lot
of research has been carried out on this subject
however(11), which has underlined the need to adjust
the pricing system and to redefine investment criteria. To
be successful, our governments will need to change
the way they think and act. For example, there is no point
believing that the investments needed to achieve long-
term sustainable development objectives will happen
when the price of CO2 is just ¤ 6/ton on the trading
market, as is the case in Europe today, and when high
discount rates are used for cost/benefit analysis. 
Regarding the corporate world, it will obviously take
more than just CSER initiatives – which are limited by
financial system, corporate governance and global
competition considerations – to solve the public good
issues. Management efficiency criteria will have to be
adjusted, as will investment valuation and price formation
methods and the responsibilities of public authorities. 
Europe will also need an external strategy for coping
with the new industrial imperative. It opted for the
opening up of markets, and for negotiations so that the
global market might be governed by common rules. But
it is a very, very, very long battle. And it is not only a
question of sharing rules, Member States and firms must
also cooperate to create the regional and global public
goods needed by humanity. Today, Europe has no
strategy faced with the rise of the major emerging
countries, or with the United States and Japan. This is
destructive to its industry. Calls for protection are futile,
and our fight against unfair competition can only be
effective if we take into consideration the choice to open
up markets, and the promotion of mutual trust within the
scope of the global market. Although this is not possible
in a context of “free trade”, it would be within a regulatory
sustainable-development context of universal reach. ■

(10) Philippe Herzog, “Nouvelles de l’économie sociale de

marché à Mönchengladbach” in Confrontations Europe

La Revue n°95, Jul-Sep 2011.

(11) In particular Nicholas Stern, and in France, Christian

Gaullier, Olivier Godard, Roger Guesnerie...
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(8) Patricia Crifo, Ivan Faucheux, André-Jean Guérin, Richard

Laverne, “L’économie verte dans les turbulences financières,”

Annales des Mines” session held December 8 2011.

(9) Dieter Helm, The sustainable borders of the State, Oxford

Review of Economic Policy Volume 27 issue 4, 2011.
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Industrial development calls for a long-term vision
and collective responsibility, but the government has
not been the “master of clocks” for a long time.
Recreating a long-term vision is not only an extremely
complex fundamental, spiritual and societal task, but
an economic and financial one too, says Augustin
de Romanet in h is book “Non aux Trente
douloureuses”(1). 
The new industrial imperative raises huge
democratic issues.
Each country needs to rethink its choices and
administrat ion. To succeed, we must change
the culture and structure of the state apparatus. The
political parties and leaders also have a duty to warn
their populations of the responsibilities that come
with reindustrialisation, with the electoral risks that
this implies. 
France is st i l l  beginning to work towards
reindustrialisation(2), but the country knows little about
the European reality and its influence strategy needs
a rethinking. French experts often express their national
views before the EU, as if it were a supranational state
– but other Member States have different views, which
also deserve to be heard(3), and the EU is not a state.
There is no point calling for greater “coordination” of
national policies without considering how this might
actually be achieved in terms of societal conditions. In
its current state, the EU is not a political Subject
responsible for the collective functions of growth.
We need to create the Subject, the vision and the
operational system by casting aside the cloak of
sovereignty and the not ion that the nat ional
government is master of time and space. And
we must stop projecting our national goals and
ambitions onto the EU, in the belief that the
European project will be identical to our own. 

PROPOSITION 3 Bring together
corporate and national players 
and create a Ministry of Economy and
Finance for the implementation of
the multinational industrial cooperation
and development pact

Specific proposals have been advanced as part of a
mission conducted by Jean Arthuis(4). The future ministry
should serve as a tool not only for reaching collective
political decisions, but also for promoting collective
thinking. Hence, the centralised approach will only work
if it can rely on the motivation and support of the
societies concerned, and on the commitment of
economic, social and local government players and
their elected representatives to building decentralised
cooperation and creating cross-border horizontal
networks. The members of the pact will also need to
work together to change our hybrid and rival capitalist
systems, which have been corroded by the predominant
financial system and are deeply inadequate in terms of
assuming the necessary collective efforts. 

This will be based on the one hand on a network of
independent bodies created by the organisations of
economic, civil and social players, and on the other on
a reform of the Commission, which has for a long time
long exempted itself from developing such a capacity.
It will need to rethink its structures and its collegiality
accordingly. In addition, its policy agenda proposals
should be based on prior effective industrial dialogue to
break with a narrow juridical and administrative culture
and outsourcing reflection to consultants. 

➊ PROMOTING HUMAN CAPACITY 
AND BUILDING A EUROPEAN
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING MARKET
Industry is a way of life, a source of pride and a social
unifier. The technological innovation and sustainable
development industry calls for a reform of our education
culture. We have to face facts: young people nowadays
are considerably less interested in pursuing scientific and
technological studies, and the shortcomings of the
education system – which does nothing in the way of
preparing the young for industrial innovation, with the
exception of a small “elite” – are partly to blame.
Innovation calls for a new work culture based more on
participation than subordination. The humiliation of
workers left high and dry, the careless attitude towards
deindustrialisation and the loss of motivation in the
workplace are important aspects of the current crisis. 

PROPOSITION 4 Build networks and
create a European capacity for industrial
forecasting, dialogue and strategy

(1) Augustin de Romanet, Non aux Trente douloureuses, Plon, 2012.

(2) I recommend the collective book coordinated by Jean-

Louis Levet, Réindustrialisation, j’écris ton nom, Jean Jaurès

Fondation, 2012.

(3) For instance, Patrizio Bianchi and Sandrine Labory, Industrial

policy after the crisis, Seizing the future, Edward Elgar, 2011.

The architecture and pillars of a European strategy

(4) Jean Arthuis, Report to French Prime Minister, “Avenir de la

zone euro : l’intégration politique ou le chaos”, March 2012.
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Germany’s key asset is the strong social link that it
has built between training, employment and production.
Of course this link has been affected by the realities of
contemporary capitalism, but employees still support it
through the co-determination system. In France, division
reigns. The European Union begins to move(5). 

Although the treaties do not grant the EU any mandate
in this area, it is trying to take appropriate measures to
better reconcile training and employment. It first focused
on higher education (the Bologna process, the fostering
of links between research, higher education and
business, and the empowerment and assessment of
universities). The Commission has now pointed out
that the spectrum of young people going to university
is too narrow – but who is listening? It has suggested
that we go back into the classroom, and think again
about how we can motivate schoolchildren to learn
and to obtain vocational qualifications. 
It believes that the links between education and business
are much too weak, and that we need to focus more on
developing skills, including the ability to innovate and to
take initiatives at work. In this respect it would like to
coordinate national policies, and is creating tools like
ESCO (European classification of Skills/Competences,
qualifications and Occupations) in an attempt to link
national qualifications to a European reference framework,
to create a European skills passport and to set up a
quality assessment system. It is conducting a long-range
study of needs in the different sectors and regions. 
These efforts would benefit from being given a clear
direction. It is a cultural challenge, one that could revive
the spirit of the origins of education, which was of
course a European concern long before becoming a
national one. 
Bernard Decomps(6) expresses a very stimulating view
aimed specifically at reviving the value of technology

PROPOSITION 5 Promote vocational
and continuing training for the
general development of qualifications, 
skills and trades

training by rethinking the system. Technical objects do
not simply fall out of the sky of Knowledge, they are
steeped in an environment where they are given
purpose, and they are embodied in networks. This is
even more true in today’s context of generic
technologies, which should be a driving force for
radical innovation. Technology must once again
become an integral part of our general culture, from
basic teachings to the higher levels of education. It is
up to Europe to catalyse this education revolution in
which companies have a major role to play, by offering
children practical experience in the very first years of
their schooling and implementing generalised work-
l inked training and learning init iatives. Several
associations have been created within universities and
between universities and companies (the Italian
Almalaurea is a model of such(7)) ; and European
networks for the exchange of best practices and
quality labels are being created. The EFEED(8), of which
I am a member, delivers European engineering quality
labels on the basis of criteria relating to sustainable
development, socio-industrial responsibility, generic
technologies, etc. Industrial redeployment requires
engineers and technicians from a broad variety of
educational backgrounds. Restructuring, infrastructure,(5) Communication on Employment COM(2012)173 final version

“Vers une reprise génératrice d’emplois”, European Commission

2012 ; Minutes by Hélène Syed-Zwick of the workshop

InduServices on April 25 2012, “Présentation et réactions au

paquet Emploi”, with speakers Philippe Pochet, director general

of the l’Institut syndical européen (ETUI), Jean-Pascal Arnaud,

secretary general of European Club of Human Resources, and

Hélène Syed-Zwick, researcher at Confrontations Europe.

(6) Bernard Decomps is a member of the Académie des

Technologies.
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(7) Un ponte fra Universita e mondo del lavoro e della professioni,

www.almalaurea.it

(8) European Fund for Engineering Education Development. This

network promotes the label QUESTE. René-François Bernard

and André Staropoli, “Pour sortir de la crise, un nouvel ingénieur

à naître” ; Catherine Véglio, “Le défi de l’illettrisme scientifique”

in Confrontations Europe La Revue n°98, Apr-Jun 2012.
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��� clusters, sectors, digitisation... Help! Our schools and
universities must change!
Those involved in these battles have come to the same
conclusion: universities can no longer afford to sit on the
fence. they must rethink their role in preparing students
for the working world and make sure that they are
equipping them with essential life skills. people will no
longer perform the same job all their lives. Young people
must and want to experiment with successive careers,
and it is essential that businesses cooperate with
universities in this respect. 
European trade unionism is today in great difficulty. The
level of dynamism and commitment attained in the
days of Jacques Delors has dropped, and national
divisions are prominent. There is some trade union
activity, but it is now very defensive. The unions are
pointing to a structural crisis in labour law. They want to
ensure that social rights prevail over economic freedom,
but on the one hand we need to transform these rights
as massive societal and economic changes have
happened, and on the other economic freedom
facilitates job creation, which is in the interests of the
people. We must therefore recreate links between our
social and economic models and reconcile changes
in lifecycles and in the industrial sectors, even if it
means negotiating compromises and agreements.
Policies should encourage progress instead of shirking
their responsibilities. One of the recurring issues raised
by trade unions, which reflects the concerns of workers,
is the way in which social and fiscal dumping is handled.
Their demands in this respect are justified: the very
low wages and the high level of job insecurity in the
services in Germany and elsewhere are unacceptable,
as is the fact that there is no corporate tax in some
countries. Another demand has been voiced, and that
is that Europe should “drive the convergence of social
models” (in the worlds of Marcel Grignard(9)), but such
convergence must be incorporated into the industrial
strategy. 

The EU knows that organising the labour market is
a key factor, but it has focused unilaterally on
flexibility, and the notion of flexicurity has not

PROPOSITION 6 Create a European
labour market to promote mobility 
and secure job-to-job transitions

received wide support from the workforce. The EU
would like to see greater cross-border mobility of
workers within the Community, but only a small minority
of people have shown any interest in this. It is an idea
very popular with non-EU migrants, but we are all aware
of the problems that arise. There is one huge concern
voiced by workers that still has not received a response:
what is Europe doing about the endless restructuring?
The European Globalisation Adjustment Fund is almost
derisory as it stands, and the competition policy only
accepts closure aid. We must grab the bull by the
horns and step forward into a new era. 
Managing job transitions and promoting human
capital should be one of the main subjects addressed
during the second stage of the Single Market Act
initiative, which is designed to give fresh impetus to the
internal market(10 ). Principle: all labour market
insertions and job transitions must be effectively
managed and secure. All young entrants, unemployed
people and workers affected by restructuring must be
offered training and/or a job. Many difficulties need to
be resolved. For example, the majority of workers and
the unemployed find training and retraining for new
jobs and mastering new digital technologies anything
but easy.
National policies for cross-border mobility must be
coordinated, cooperation agreements established, and
the necessary infrastructure created for a trans-
European market. To achieve this, we suggest work in
several areas(11): 
• Make sure that EURES, as a European public service,
provides advice and information on training and career
transition opportunities, and that it works to ensure
such transitions are secure. It must serve as an interface
for close cooperation between national agencies. This
would involve training career advisors, creating an
interface for aligning supply and demand for skills,
offering foreign language and numeracy training, and
obtaining financial support from structural funds: we
need to create a coherent system, a European public
good. 
• Harmonise the job factor: not only through the
European recognition of professional qualifications, but
also through the development of European labels,
programmes and training initiatives, especially in

(9) Marcel Grignard, “Social dialogue and industrial relations

to achieve competitiveness and solidarity in Europe”

Bernadette Ségol, “In support of a European solidarity pact”

in the collective book Towards Competitiveness and

Solidarity in Europe, in the Europe after Europe Collection,

Ed. Le Manuscrit, 2012.
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(10) Cf. Rogowski, R., Salais R., and Whiteside, N., Employment

and the Social Dimension of Europe: What Constitutive

Conventions of the Market? eds., Transforming European

Employment Policy: Labour Market Transitions and the Promotion

of Capability, forthcoming, Aldershot, Edward Elgar, 2011.

(11) Hélène Syed-Zwick, “Entre réformes nationales des

marchés du travail et attentes du Paquet Emploi : la

compétitivité sociale à l’ordre du jour” in Chronique d’actualité

emploi n°2, March 2012
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engineering and technology, which play a crucial role in
boosting industrial renewal through innovation. 
• Renew the labour contract law, so that contracts
evolve from plain subordination to employers to carrying
and sharing responsibilities that come with the
acquisition of new skills, career security and contributing
to innovation in all its forms. 
• Tackle wage and fiscal dumping: introduce a minimum
wage in each country (an increasingly necessary
requirement), and control the wage/productivity ratio.
Concerning labour and employment costs, we need to
harmonise taxes across the EU as well as public aid
schemes. This will require a supranational framework
that while not uniform does take into account different
national situations (productivity levels in particular) and
promote economic and social convergence. 

On the one hand the disconnect between education and
the job market is substantial, while on the other the
general approach to employment and labour relations
does not prepare workers for innovation, restructuring
and redeployment, except in some major corporations
where agreements are drawn up to this end, with the
participation of European works councils. We need to
develop links between training, employment and
production, both for individuals and in the different
economic sectors and countries.
Principle: all restructuring programmes and
development projects must be prepared in advance,
must focus on professional redeployment/retraining,
and must allow for the preparation and (re)qualification
of workers. Such efforts are to be developed in
companies, in sectors, and at national level: social
dialogue must therefore be renewed, new industrial
relations and national policies coordinated. The EU has
enabled social partners to negotiate legal rules, but the
momentum has now gone and further measures are
needed, such as participation in company and sectoral
agreements, in operational partnerships, and in the co-
management of programmes and resources. 
• Training reassessment must be incorporated into the
employment relationship so that workers skills’ are
continuously adapted and renewed. In addition, the
training structures created by large businesses must not
remain confined within the company, but made available
to offer training in production chains and labour pools. 
• At regional and national level, links between training,
employment and production must be supported by a
European framework and partnerships, for example by

PROPOSITION 7 Anticipate 
restructuring and draw up agreements
to develop links between training,
employment and production

organising networks of stakeholders (SMEs, firms’
establishments, social partners, CCIs, employment
services and public institutions, EURES, financial
institutions) and sharing responsibilities and funds.
Sectoral social dialogue must be mobilised and
encouraged in partnerships aimed at building cross-
sectoral relationships and developing industry, to
prepare for restructuring and transition. 
• Given the very magnitude of global competition,
coordinated action is needed to make the EU more
attractive for young people from third countries to
lure talent. The integration of migrants into labour
markets should be supported by immigration policies
placed under the responsibility of the EU (mobility of
blue card holders, joint training services, joint
management of skills). 

➋ ENCOURAGING SPONSORSHIP
FROM EUROPEAN COMPANIES 
AND PARTNERSHIPS IN PROJECTS
AIMED AT IMPROVING SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT AND INDUSTRIAL
COMPETITIVENESS 
To restore large companies as communities of people
creating consumable or durable goods, added value,
corporate profit and benefits for society, we must
break with the dictatorship of shareholder value. And
that is not all! 
Regardless of the objective, be it to develop human
capital and healthcare, clean cities and soil recovery, the
carbon-free economy, or “smart” infrastructure,
everything points to the fact that companies will have to
play an active role in shaping social choices in the
future, and to promote innovation in the general interest.
The local authorities and public services will no longer
be able to take sole responsibility for “collective
functions”; they will share these responsibilities by
working in partnership with private businesses. How can
we satisfy both commercial interests and contribute to
the development of public goods? That is where the
challenge lies. 

To assume both of these functions, companies will
need to be hybrid in nature. In this respect, diversity
and experimentation are strengths that must be

PROPOSITION 8 Develop partnership
governance to forge an identity 
for European companies(12), and develop
partnerships of public interest

Part 2 Part 2 Part 2 Part 2 Part 2 Part 2 Part 2 Part 2 

(12) Les responsabilités des entreprises en Europe – dialogue

social pour la promotion des relations industrielles in L’Option

of Confrontations Europe n°23, July 2008.
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��� encouraged by the Community, rather than simply a
patrimonial model. At the same time, it must take action
to develop models and management criteria and to
forge new efficiency criteria, for example by creating
available added value, sharing innovation, and
introducing a new type of productivity (that conserves
and regenerates natural resources, and makes efficient
use of capital thanks to a network-based approach). 
These companies will have a European identity:
supported by the single market, by the euro and by
public resources, they should help foster integration
and solidarity within the European Union. Hence the
need for a shared responsibility framework, established
in collaboration with public authorities and civil society
and leading to the development of public-private
partnerships, in particular in the network industries and
for service infrastructures. This framework must
encourage companies to move towards a cooperative
model. And it must be European.
At present, the major companies competing not only in the
EU but also at a global scale are still relying on their national
heritage to boost their competitiveness. And governments
are confusing their national industrial policies with defence
of “national champions”. Obviously, dismantling all these
assets would not be acceptable, but “national champion”
policies and strategies are particularly obstructive to the
sharing of responsibilities and hence to cooperation as
part of a European industrial strategy and the development
of public goods. The concept of “European champions” is
ambiguous when we do not know what project we are
talking about? We must distinguish between major
corporations aiming for “global champion” status (more
companies like Airbus are needed), and those that operate
essentially within Europe but are able to promote their
technologies and products elsewhere. 
We would like to put the emphasis on three priorities in
particular: 
• Corporate governance must be reformed for
companies to move towards a more socially efficient
management model, i.e: no longer aligning managerial
interests with those of stockholders; building and
stabilising a cooperative shareholding system, involving
worker representatives in decision-making and
management decisions; and moving towards new risk
assessment models for development. 
• A European framework for public-private (and
public-public!) partnerships(13) would offer strong

support for sharing investment and management
responsibilities with public bodies. There are however
many obstacles to this. The regulatory frameworks are
all national. Accounting rules are marked by a historic
vacuum (no notion of patrimony or value). From a legal
point of view, assimilating PPPs as public procurements
is often a dogma. The Concessions Directive has today
opened up new possibilities, but they are nevertheless
limited by efforts to protect “in-house” local and national
structures. The development of global PPP contracts,
so essential to cooperative, cross-border investment, is
still hampered by legal uncertainty. 
• It is essential that we restructure the European
financial and government incentive system
to encourage the creation and development of business
and sustainable cooperative commitments (see pillar ➏). 

This is not simply a specific, self-contained issue, but
a systemic issue that requires the cooperation of both
major corporations and public authorities. The reliance
on start-ups for innovation, the introduction of new
market tools and the reform of public procurement
and of aid policy will not be enough. Small companies
need partners who are able to give them long-term
support to help them develop into medium-sized
companies. The links that SMEs have with major

PROPOSITION 9 Establish a European
framework for developing SMEs
in value creation chains
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(13) Marie-France Baud “Un levier de croissance pour les

projets d’intérêt général” in Confrontations Europe La Revue

n°74, Apr-Jun 2006 ; Nicolas Galudec, “L’enjeu des marchés

publics” in Confrontations Europe La Revue n°93, Jan-Mar

2011 ; Jean-Claude Banon, “Partenariat public-privé et

croissance en Europe” in Confrontations Europe La Revue

n°95, Jul-Sep 2011.
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corporations, or their integration into these corporations,
should enable them to innovate and to develop new
solutions in a favourable setting (rather than destroy
their potential, as is too often the case). Therefore, a
European Act for the development of small and
medium-sized countries is necessary to: 
• Encourage major corporations to build long-term
partnerships both upstream and downstream with a joint
industrial and regional focus, and to foster co-investment
in skills and innovation. 
• Organise the market with setting public procurements
that promote innovation, notwithstanding competition
rules; create patent dissemination and warranty
markets; direct financial aid to downstream sectors
(e.g. tax credit for innovation) and provide access to
service infrastructures. 
• Increase the equity capital of SMEs, and the lending
capacity of regional, publically-owned banks. 
• Develop facilities to help clusters adjust to economic
and financial shocks and massive changes, with the
support of associations and agencies providing
operational strategy development services, etc.

➌ THE DEVELOPMENT OF EUROPEAN
PUBLIC GOODS NETWORK 
INDUSTRIES, SEAT OF INNOVATION
As part of the EU 2020 Strategy, the Commission
wishes to engage Europe in the creation of an
innovation union. It also wants to develop network
industry infrastructure (energy, transport,
communication). These are crucial for new growth.
But there is no point kidding ourselves that we can rely
on this for an economic “recovery” likely to create an
important short-term impact! It is urgent to undertake
them but they need wide structural reforms. The era of
Jacques Delors recommending large-scale public
works is well and truly over. Sustainable development
infrastructures are needed capable of injecting a new
dynamism into regions and industries. Studies carried
out on the structural effects of infrastructure and its
impact on employment reveal many disappointments.
I f  we take the example of port faci l i t ies, the
Commission has seen for itself that only 11 of the 27
projects it has funded have proved to be effective. If
they are to be boost growth potential, these projects
need to be an explicit part of an integrated whole,
and this is only possible if we create European public
goods instead of relying almost exclusively on market-
based mechanisms, which we know have limitations
in these fields. 

PROPOSITION 10 Build structures
to disseminate and promote the
economic value of new technologies

The knowledge economy, which was a major objective
of the Lisbon Strategy of the 2000s, was meant to be
attained by building close links between research,
higher education and businesses. The Commission
itself recognises that there has been a series of major
failures in this respect. National fragmentation still
exists, and cross-border networks that have been
created focus on “excellence” and have therefore
created visible agglomeration effects that benefit the
strongest and exclude the weakest. The biggest
Member States have bagged 90% of the structural
funds, which are not invested in innovation and
competitiveness, and the territorial distribution (for
example in industrial research) remains uneven. The
creation of Knowledge and Innovation Communities has
in fact increased polarisation. 
With the EU 2020 objective of an “integrated Union for
innovation” (Strategy for the 2010s)(14), we are trying to
follow a new course. Besides, innovation is not a
direct consequence of “knowledge”, but a socio-
economic area that has its own structures and serves
as an interface between society and knowledge. As
we have seen, the renewal and development of “skills”
is a crucial aspect of this. The EU should build a
network of technological universities, inject
massive aid into countries that find it difficult to
develop and implement a skills base, and define a
framework that gives companies a great deal of
responsibility for lifelong learning. In addition, the
Commission has quite rightly pointed out the important
gaps that exist between research and innovation in
production for markets. Issues relating to patents
and standards are now being more effectively
addressed. But the spread of innovation is still
very slow. It calls for the development of specific
markets and the creation of consortiums and
funding structures to ensure access to
demonstrators and the testing of new solutions
and products. This infrastructure and these funding
mechanisms are necessary to ensure that small and
medium-sized companies can innovate and can bring
their ideas to market, without them being taken over
or destroyed prematurely. 
It should also be emphasised that the innovation union
must be extended outside of the EU to assist companies
in their investment projects abroad. Germany has set up
its own innovation network in China and Russia for
example, but the other European countries are not
doing this. In the Middle East, networks of investors and
project sponsors have developed around American
universities. Where is the EU? How can we hope to
foster industrial integration between Europe and the
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(14) “Europe 2020 – Strategy for smart, sustainable, and

inclusive growth”, European Commission, March 2010
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��� Mediterranean region without building common
networks?
In the network industries, most innovation occurs
at infrastructure level, and here more than ever the
quality of societal choices and public interest
“demand” is a determining factor (network
“intelligence”, energy saving, security, adaptability,
etc.). Investment needs amount to trillions of euros, but
meeting these investment targets seems to be both a
costly and uncertain task. One obstacle is
immediately obvious: the market models that
govern action are still based on the liberalisation
programme, which aimed to open up national
markets and subject traditional operators to
competition. Such models have proven inadequate in
these industries, which involve high fixed costs and
increasing returns. The markets do not provide the
signals needed for the investments required, and when
investments are made they tend to further polarise
Europe rather than foster cohesion. Attempts to
increase coordination through rules and standards in
order to meet ecological objectives have not reduced
dependency on fossil fuels or facilitated the cooperation
needed to reduce costs. Some progress has been
made recently, in the form of efforts to plan, programme
and fund infrastructures of European public interest.
Unfortunately, however, the decision has been taken
(centrally) to invest first and foremost in completing
the internal market, and only secondarily in projects that
are regarded as being “political”. 
The second stage of the Single Market Act should
provide an opportunity to adjust the approach adopted
and the action taken. 

A European energy community should meet several
goals: dramatically lower CO2 emissions; increase the
competitiveness and supply security of nations and
of the EU; and foster solidarity between members.
The EU is currently targeting the first goal only, and
solidarity does not even get a mention. Will the nations
accept that? 
Each country has in the past developed a well-
coordinated national system offering affordable prices.
The EU then decided they should be opened up to
competition with the aim of establishing a single European

PROPOSITION 11 Revise the energy
market model and build a European
energy solidarity pact(15)

market, and left Member States full responsibility for
their choice of energy sources. This is not working.
Competition was supposed to lower prices, which is
clearly contradicted by the facts; with the growth of
global demand and the imperative of the fight against
climate change, energy prices are bound to go on
increasing. If policies are incoherent, the costs will be
unsustainable whereas renewable energies, which are in
favour, are in a position where they do not have to
compete: massively subsidised, they have priority access
to networks with no harmonisation between States. The
25% renewables threshold is therefore easily reached…
but along with more coal and gas given the quasi taboo
on the use of nuclear. All in all, we are not decarbonising
energy (and given the very low market price of carbon,
there is little incentive to invest in this) and we are
penalising energy-intensive industries. 
Faced with this, Germany is moving forward in a
unilateral strategy of phasing out nuclear power and
accelerating the use of subsidised renewables, hoping
to limit excessive price rises at home with gas and
coal, and electricity imports from the internal market. As
for Britain, it is revising its national strategy independently
based on centralised management and a specific
carbon price. France too will have to think about a
coherent European strategy! 
Criticism of the European “market model” is bound
to grow(16), especially since the Commission is
stubbornly continuing with its market integration stance
and its impossible goal of a single electricity price by
2014: one that will be dictated by the stock markets! To
accelerate the achievement of the single market, it
wishes to implement an ambit ious investment
programme for interconnection infrastructure. This may
have negative effects if solidarity is not thought through,
for example thie programme will obviously be influenced
by the location of sources! So should priority be given
to the very expensive connection of intermittent wind
turbines to the grid paying no share of the cost? Is it right
that the programme sidelines Romania and Bulgaria?
This may reinforce a clustering effect to Germany’s
benefit, while transferring costs to the Community. 
The Commission is currently consulting with a view to
constructing a “2050 Roadmap”, so it is the right
time to raise these issues: consistency in the choice of
sources is needed if we truly want to decarbonise and

(15) Philippe Herzog, André Ferron, with the participation of

Michel Cruciani, Claude Fischer et Hervé Fischer, “Pour un

Pacte européen de solidarité énergétique” in Confrontations

Europe La Revue n°97, Jan-Mar 2012.
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(16) Minutes by Hervé Fischer of lunch-debate held April 26

2012, “La feuille de route pour l’énergie à l’horizon 2050 et le

débat sur la stratégie post 2020 : comment trouver un accord

européen sur le mix énergétique avec 27 politiques nationales?”

with Helen Donoghue, DG for Energy, Edit Herczog, MEP,

Hungary, Hans Ten Berge, secretary general of Eurelectric,

Dr. Georg Zachmann, researcher, Bruegel. See also last policy

paper on Germany from Michel Cruciani on our website.
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maintain affordable choices, along with a joint infrastructure
architecture and a market model that uses benchmark
prices (high CO2 price) that deliver the right signals
regarding investment value. Any automatic extension of
the 2020 Strategy would be unacceptable.
We propose the negotiation of an energy solidarity
pact between European countries to ensure the
complementarity of energy sources and the
cohesive development of infrastructures. Each
country would continue to choose its own energy
sources, while complying with a few common principles:
renewable energies that share the cost of intermittency
and transport; gas and coal with carbon capture and
storage; nuclear power with high safety standards and
a joint control structure, etc. Supply networks would be
connected to a more optimised European generation
system, designed to integrate peripheral countries.
Establishing an efficient pricing system implies a carbon
tax, a definition of universal service, a capacity market,
long-term contracts, etc. Resources would be pooled
in order to finance investments, with a discount rate
capable of making long-term investment attractive.
Europe must also define the geopolitics of its energy
strategy and, in particular, its oil strategy. 

The Commission is taking action to strengthen and
fund transport infrastructure in Europe. In accordance
with its climate change objectives, its White Paper and
the Connecting Europe Facility project, it is focusing on
rail and river transport, especially for freight. Providing
practical transport and logistics services on “smart”,
innovative rail/road and piggyback networks, developing
sustainable mobility systems in cities and building
accessible rural and cross-border transport links all
across Europe, exporting know-how and technology to
developing and newly-emerged countries that offer
markets for our capital goods and service industries…
all this could increase regional competitiveness, have
major “external effects” for employment, and would
boost Europe’s image for all its inhabitants(17). 

PROPOSITION 12 Develop concerted
planning and pool resources to create
transport infrastructures of general
European interest aimed at sustainable
mobility

However, for the structuring effects of investment in
transport infrastructure to be positive, an effective
relationship between infrastructure and local,
regional and interregional development must be
created with the help and participation of economic
players (who generally prefer the flexibility of road
transport) as well as support services and labour pools
must be redefined. In addition, there is a great deal
of inequality between regions when it comes to
their ability to connect their transport systems to
cross-border networks. Polar isat ion and
deindustrialisation in Europe may be aggravated. It is
therefore clear that opening up the European rail
freight market, creating dedicated freight corridors
and fighting congestion are all challenges that remain
unresolved in Europe. 
Hence, we are faced with important project governance
and funding management issues.
Centralised management of cross-border priority
projects should be based on a territorial planning
strategy that takes into account the new
industrialisation and services initiatives of different
countries, and thus the needs of their citizens. This
implies planning interregional consultations.
Obstacles related to managing funds at national level,
which benefits road transport and runs counter to the
ambition to create a connected European network,
must be removed. Funds from different sources must
be pooled together. As part of the financial framework
for 2014–2020, the Commission is proposing to
increase EU funds for transport infrastructure, but
they must be augmented by structural and cohesion
funds. Unfortunately, national governments want to
decide themselves how to use these funds. What’s
more, the public funds are not sufficient: we need to
create a (hopefully substantial, often multiplied by 10)
leverage effect by attracting private investment. For
this, it is essential that we create a common framework
for public-private partnerships. As for financing the
market for industrial companies, this would mean
introducing adequate prices. Although the toll systems
would still be managed nationally, the main cross-
border roads should fal l  under European
responsibility(18). 

PROPOSITION 13 Make effective 
use of the digital revolution in all sectors
to build general interest network
infrastructures(17) Minutes by Carole Ulmer and Camille Alléguède of the

seminar of May 10 2012, “Infrastructures de transport : quel

impact en termes de compétitivité et d’emploi?”, with speakers

Dominique Riquet, European Deputy, Leonardo Dongiovanni,

in charge of public affairs at ENIFE, Eva Romer, DG for

Economic and Financial Affairs, European Commission, and

Olivier Klein, instructor-researcher at l’ENTPE.
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(18) Benoît Le Bret, “The Development of Infrastructures

of general interest: a necessity for the Union” in the collective

book Looking for the European interest, in the Europe

after Europe Collection, Ed. Le Manuscrit, 2008.
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��� Under the Lisbon Strategy, the development of the
information technology and communication sector was
the engine for growth. We have moved on since then:
what is now needed is to develop the digital economy
in al l  business sectors. Member States and
multinationals are both renewing their industrial models
and engaging in fierce global competition. The winners
take all. Today, conflicts and security issues are looming
large, and it is essential that players be free to make
collective choices and form partnerships. 
The digital agenda is central to EU 2020(19), but it still
puts its faith one-sidedly in the market, while at the
same time attempting to overcome “shortcomings”
both in the production of infrastructure and in the
provision of services. For the major information and
communication functions, the structuring of
demand should be based on socio-collective
choices made in the common interest, to create the
service infrastructures needed not only by EU
citizens in their everyday lives, but also to generate
innovation within companies.
The European capital goods industry accounts for
only 23% of global production, while the internal
market represents 34% of demand. SMEs are few
and far between. America invests twice as much in
capital goods, although their domestic market is of a
similar size to ours. However, its public sector
represents a larger share of the market than it does
here. The economic rent derived from the copper
industry could have been used to finance fibre
networks, but the uncooperative competition between
major industrial corporations has resulted in the
duplication of networks and delays in the development
of poor and rural regions. 
As regards services, the Commission is working on
developing e-commerce, especially between different
countries(20). There is massive interest in this among
consumers, and it will mean changing the current
distribution, logistics and payment models. Also,
companies must have access to the service suppliers
and infrastructures they need. Private individuals use
the Internet a lot, but companies and SMEs much
less; this trend is much more marked in southern

Europe and in France. The digital revolution has
had a direct effect on the know-how of workers
and regions, which must be updated. We must
ensure that everyone makes the most of the new
opportunities on offer. In addition to promoting
“Knowledge Intensive Business Services”, the
Commission must pay attention to how they are
assimilated by workers and SMEs, and ensure that
government bodies are introducing the changes
needed to develop them. To be efficient, Internet
data exchange and electronic commerce need to
be supported by communication networks that
are continually updated to adapt to changes in
traffic and new technologies. This applies not only
to data exchange within Europe, but also with the
rest of the world. 
As a result of the digital revolution, it is essential that
we develop a European services market in order to
promote the human and productive interactions
needed for growth, although the non-market
dimensions must also be assumed. The extent of
national resistance, not only to the market but also
to the redefinition of services of general interest
(SGIs), is surprising. It is understandable that people
should wish to protect their public services from
excessive competition, which sets commercial
services against public services when a combination
of the two would be more beneficial. But this does
not solve the problem of how to renew these
functions. Government and corporatist interests alike
are fiercely opposed to the modernisation of public
services, and professionals working in regulated
private sectors are also against it. Governments are
nonetheless experimenting with open data and digital
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cooperation, and “one-stop shops” are already being
developed to facilitate cross-border circulation. This is
a huge task, which should culminate in the creation of
facilities able to provide companies with the basic
information they need to deliver their services in other
European countries. 

As one of the SMA main objectives, the Commission
wants to promote social enterprises. This objective
must be achieved and extended in several ways(21). 
We must recognise the diversity of “social
enterprises”. Those of the social economy, mutual
benefit societies, cooperatives and associations provide
innovative solutions in many areas: health, dependence
and social protection; education, training and
information; housing, etc. They should not be confined
to merely standing in for centrally-administered or
market services when the latter are inadequate. Instead
of being seen as an awkward third sector, they need to
be promoted as a necessary family of enterprises in a
capitalist system driven partly by public goods. This will
not only mean changing the social economy
management models, but also setting up an appropriate
framework for regulating financial capitalism (a necessity
that the EU has not yet understood). 
Similarly, public companies immersed in competition
should be able to renew their functions and become
hybrid, without being subjected to the general rules
governing commercial companies. Hence La Poste,
whose fixed costs consist of personnel expenses,
could use its potential to become a multi-purpose
service infrastructure that uses digital technology and
operates in both urban and rural areas(22). New service
companies could be set up to manage urban vehicle
populations according to individual and collective
needs in a much more cost-effective and environment-
friendly manner, etc.
We propose to develop a framework for the
development of social service infrastructures. This
means changing the competition and funding rules

PROPOSITION 14 Promote 
the development of social service
infrastructures of general interest

to make room for collaboration. It is symptomatic
that in the discussion about the new directive on
public procurement, the public authorities and social
economy players complain of bias against public-
public and public-private partnerships. In this regard,
however, there is a major obstacle to the
development of cross-border services: language
content. The political institutions have abdicated all
responsibility, leaving the private sector to find a
solution. National governments are maintaining a
neutral stance instead of pushing for necessary cross-
border cooperation of public interest. 

➍ A EUROPEAN BASE CAMP(23)

IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY BOLSTERED
BY A REFORMED INTERNAL MARKET
AND COMMON TECHNOLOGICAL,
SECTORAL AND TERRITORIAL POLICIES
The development of a European industrial strategy
calls for the transformation of national capitalist
economies into competitive industrial systems that
at the same time foster sustainable development.
National differences in culture and potential will always
exist. In its April 2012 “Employment Package”, the
Commission focuses on the development of certain
sectors (green, digital, health, etc.) while ignoring the
many other sectors in which major restructuring will
take place. This is not acceptable. We recommend
industrial policies consisting of three aspects: the
promotion of generic technologies, the reorganisation
of sectors according to activity, and territorial
development. In addition, the renovation of the single
market must be designed with the objective of building
a base camp in the global economy. 

In 2004–2009, Commissioner Verheugen set up
high-level groups to discuss ways of stimulating
“booster markets”. One of the suggestions made
by these groups was to issue invitations to tender for
European projects. However, nothing really came
of these suggestions. 
Today, Commissioner Tajani is working on initiatives to
promote generic technologies (key-enabling
technologies: nanotechnologies, advanced materials
and systems, etc.) with a view to creating and producing
radically new products and processes in all areas of
industry and business. A study commissioned by the

PROPOSITION 15 Develop industrial
policies to promote generic technologies

(21) Nicole Alix, “Economie sociale, entreprises sociales : des

générateurs de solutions à investir!”, in Confrontations Europe

La Revue n°95, Jul-Sep 2011, and “Un droit positif pour les

services d’intérêt général, pour un investissement social

européen puissant et solidaire,” Juris Association, May 2012.

(22) Jean-Paul Bailly, “The role of innovative and competitive

public service in Europe’s new bid for growth”, in the collective

book Towards Competitiveness and Solidarity in Europe, in

the Europe after Europe Collection, Ed. Le Manuscrit, 2012.
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��� Commission reveals the sad truth(24): Europe is very good
at filing patents, but not so good at manufacturing. It also
highlights the shortcomings of the governance system:
the Directorate-Generals work separately, even though
cross-discipline cooperation is required; there is a “valley
of death” between research and the markets; and
funding mechanisms are an “abject” failure (it is
impossible to raise funds quickly and locally). The
proposals put forward in the report are designed to
create a critical mass (as the Americans have done):
shared infrastructure, prototype platforms, consortia,
facilities to increase the competitiveness of the
manufacturing industries, and more public aid for
downstream activities to offset the current excessive
focus on upstream research (in striking contrast to China
and United States, which are concentrating on
development). The report also recommends quickly
raising public and private funds to develop local industry
by helping regional authorities to get involved (“Social
challenges should not be so vague!”). The Commission
is trying to follow up on this report, but is hindered by so
many things! It does not want to introduce the sectoral
mechanisms so rightly demanded by industry groups,
bearing in mind that each mechanism would have its own
specific distribution and implementation problems; it
does not want to undermine the competition policy; it
wants the regions to make their own “technological
choices”, but very few are in a position to do so; and it
is unable to raise funds quickly and effectively (national
bureaucracy, lack of security in public-private
partnerships). This is just a glimpse of the reforms needed.

European construction began with the European
Coal and Steel Community; since then the Euratom
and Space policies are the only common industrial
policies. 

PROPOSITION 16 Promote sectoral
policies to develop industry and increase
cross-sectoral cooperation, and identify
areas of strategic European interest

The European space industry is in fact a micro-industry
managed – not without disagreements – between an
intergovernmental agency and the Commission(25). Its
applications are not covered by a multi-sectoral industrial
policy. So the policy governing the space industry is
confined to government orders for launch vehicles and
satellites. The creation of interfaces and the training of
space industry users (for example, to provide the
services that the Galileo satellite system makes possible)
would be beneficial to all areas of economic activity.
More generally speaking, the establishment of
specialised agencies for the spread of innovation would
provide long-term visibility for investors and facilitate the
raising of funds for multiannual investment programmes. 
Until recently, the EU advocated an exclusively
“horizontal” approach: it believed that industry
needed only a regulatory framework and an
environment conducive to private initiative,
stimulated solely by competition. Since then, it has
recognised “market failures” and decided to adjust the
horizontal approach to meet specific sectoral needs
(tailoring). Therefore, in some sectors – for example
textiles and clothing – company and trade union
representatives have worked together on developing
innovative measures to coordinate restructuring and
focus it on redeployment and development (building
skills, channels, introducing specific competition rules
and appropriate incentives). It has all been in vain. 
The measures taken to meet industrial development
requirements must be initiated at grassroots level.
Regional authorities, national governments and
associations must take steps to build cooperation.
And interested governments should coordinate their
national sectoral policies. A common methodology will
be required whereas, at present, individual governments
are trying to bridge the gaps between their too often
segmented measures in order to promote innovation,
bolster demand, increase supply and facilitate access
to markets. The goal is to manage value creation chains
in a cohesive manner. These governments could share
their experiences and explore the compatibility of their
national objectives, using roadmaps of a duration long
enough to interest businesses and a scoreboard.
Another task is to form consortia of project
sponsors from the business community, and to
renew the sectoral dialogue. The purpose of these

(25) Minutes by Edouard Simon and Thomas Platt of the
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consortia would be to identify circumstances of
excessive and harmful competition and, conversely,
the cost reductions that could potentially be brought
about by cooperation. 
At the Community level, sectoral policies will focus
on “strategic” sectors and their role in societies and
in global competition. The EU must foster cooperation
in order to facilitate occupational redeployment, provide
innovation and training incentive mechanisms,
introduce the pooling of resources in projects of
common interest, etc.
The automotive sector requires urgent attention. As
François Michaux(26) points out, there is a conflict
between the mature markets in Europe, the USA and
Japan on the one hand, and the young, fast-growing
markets in emerging countries on the other. Western
manufacturers are present in both markets, and it is
obvious that the new world is more important to them
than the old. At present, governments are subsidising
oversized industrial facilities; the principle of “every
man for himself” prevails, and plant closures are
inevitable. Environmental standards have generated
additional costs, while redeployment investments are
not profitable due to lack of demand, urban public
transport infrastructures are obviously inadequate, and
a sustainable mobility strategy is too long in coming. No
short-term measures are forthcoming from the EU,
although the risk of a major crisis is high.
Some partial solutions have been introduced in order to
delay the crisis: reduction of production costs, relocation,
and the establishment of groups and alliances. But a true
strategy would involve so much more, for example
common social choices aimed at redefining the role of
the car in Europe from a sustainable mobility perspective.
The “green car” is not a miracle solution, it is part of a
new transport system that requires new urban
infrastructures, the establishment of service companies,
new market models, etc.
Each production “sector” must therefore be revised,
within a framework of socio-industrial ecosystems
and European cooperation. Restructuring and
redeployment programmes should be incorporated into
structured channels linking companies with their
suppliers and users. They should use inter-sectoral
cooperation, a duly organised pool of social and human
capital, and appropriate sources of finance. All
channelled sectors – be they in the field of energy-
intensive, raw material-dependent industry or agrifood
industry associated with agriculture in the drive for
environmental sustainability – will require specific
cooperation agreements. 

Sustainable development provides a major
opportunity to reterritorialise local industry (renovated
housing, clean cities, new agricultural industries,
etc.(27)). A large-scale return of the territorial cohesion
policy should be seen in this light. It must reconcile
collective solidarity-competitiveness choices with
investment projects. The battle over selectivity principles
is still raging: remember the debates between those in
favour of financing “space blind” projects and those who
preferred “place-based” projects, and we must not lag
behind the World Bank, which is today advocating a
“people-based”(28) approach. Despite attempts to
introduce reforms in the early 2000s, regional policy is still
excessively influenced by the return of structural funds to
national government control. Often the regional authorities
are not involved in project selection. The inter-regional
funds, which could be used to involve several regions in
a given structural project (for example, the development
of the Danube river basin) account for only 2% of the total.
According to some leaders, the structural funds should
even be reserved for the poor peoples! 
As the inequality between different European regions is
profound, a European strategy for the spatial
implementation of sustainable development is essential.
This strategy should be developed through a series of
planned consultations; it should define relevant
territories, ensure that they have access to major,
cross-border structural networks, and set up agencies
in the major regions to build links between local players
and funding sources. 
A decentralised industrial integration strategy such
as this would represent a major break from the
open method of coordination, which has had no
practical impact on industry at all. Based on jointly-
defined objectives, the planned consultations between
companies and institutions would also promote the
development of an organised, sectoral and territorial
social dialogue. The selected projects of European
interest could be financed with public resources and

PROPOSITION 17 Adopt decentralised
and concerted territorial industrial
policies to promote dynamic sustainable
development in Europe’s regions
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��� borrowing pooled at Community level, without harming
competition; tenders must no longer ignore the need for
such pooling for innovative projects of public interest. 
Multiregional or Community-wide public agencies
must be created in sectors of common interest and
in relevant regions. These agencies would not have
decision-making or project-selection powers, but would
act as mediators and catalysts, enabling project
sponsors to obtain the information and support needed
for more effective innovation and development. It needs
to be noted how unorganised most European
companies are when it comes to accessing European
and international markets. And entrepreneurs do not
willingly share information or cooperate. It is therefore
essential that we create an arena for discussions
between public and private industrial organisations,
and that we establish the appropriate level of dialogue. 

The single market, as it is regulated and organised today,
does not provide an adequate basis for these changes.
One important reason is that the competition policy is
based on the principle that innovation results
automatically from market forces. However, the market and
competition models – and market prices that inaccurately
reflect the actual value of natural and intangible capital –
have done nothing in the way of attracting the necessary
investments, which must not be managed and financed by
traders and private financial investors alone. Hence, the
intention of the European authorities to comply with spot
market or even virtual market prices, and to back the cash
demands of investors for all real investments is causing
concern. We have to be clear about one thing: investments
in sustainable development, which are associated with high
immediate fixed costs and with low and deferred profitability,
are not made sufficiently appealing. And the competition
policy is a hindrance to cooperation, which would reduce costs
by dividing them up: to use a key example again, without
carbon tax and the optimisation of European power plants and
networks, a carbon-free Europe will not be possible. 
The competition policy rules in the absence of an
adequate industrial policy(29). It gives priority to

PROPOSITION 18 Reform 
the competition policy to ensure the
development of industrial cooperation

short-term consumer interests and neglects
producer’s surplus, which nonetheless determines
innovation capacity and real added value. It aims
quite rightly to reduce economic rents and abusive
monopolies, but has reacted very little to the excesses
of the financial and retail sectors. Reforming the rules is
a major political challenge. It is unacceptable that the DG
for Competition can, on its own authority, control the
definition of essential rules. If we do not seek an
integrated ex ante strategy, intra-Commission
coordination is just an ex post “inter-services” exercise.
Competition policy reform must be politically coordinated
to ensure industrial and social development. 
The question of public aid is crucial. The EU is the
only part of the world where individual companies and
sectors are not allowed to benefit from such aid;
“horizontal” (or “neutral” aid) is however tolerated. This
is a rather ridiculous legal invention and, as a result,
national aid schemes are numerous and incoherent.
Community “law” also plays a role. Applications for
restructuring aid are being turned down... unless the aid
is being used to shut down production and implement
redundancy programmes. Regional aid for companies
(such as Ryanair) is permitted, but national aid is not.
Instead the aid goes to Chinese equipment
manufacturers, when we install renewable energy
systems. Aid in the form of tax havens is not discussed
at all. The pooling of public aid at the Community level
in order to promote industrial projects of European
interest does not exist. 
The Commission has relented a little when it comes to
public aid for social services, but in doing so has
caused even new uncertainty. Hence the rules on
government contracting and on aid can still hinder
the definition of missions of general interest and the
organisation of cooperation between public and private
entities, simply because the establishment of a positive
framework, designed to modernise services of general
economic interest and to promote their role in cross-
border cooperation and territorial cohesion, is not yet
on the cards.
The rules governing mergers and acquisitions must
also be revised with a view to defining the relevant
territory and establishing possibilities for integrated
systems in order to create value. The concept of “market
for control”, which gives full decision-making power to
shareholders, must be dropped. 
The rules on agreements must recognize the
relevance of long-term contracts between producers
and suppliers when substantial investments are required.
The rules governing oligopolistic sectors (where size is
a factor in returns to scale) should not be the same as
those governing atomistic competition. 
Generally speaking, market policy governance should no
longer be driven by the principle of market efficiency. It
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should reconcile public choices with competition rules,
which will require collegial cooperation within the
Commission and beyond. 

Traditionally, there has always been a distinction between
competitiveness in prices and competitiveness in innovation.
Price competitiveness should not be confined to the
ratio between wages and social costs/productivity,
but should also be considered from the point of view of
input prices plus the cost of capital. It raises a number
of social issues, for which the EU must assume its share of
responsibility. The main needs are: a golden rule for the wage
+ social cost/productivity ratio (with possible derogations due
to specific national circumstances and with counter-cyclical
provisions) ;national minimum wages; a system for financing
social protection through taxes that does not impact on
employment; a carbon tax (the basis for decarbonisation,
with emissions markets being a supplementary measure);
and a tax on financial transactions and the harmonisation
of corporate tax. All of this can be achieved either through
reinforced cooperation or Community ruling. 
Regarding competitiveness in innovation, the goal
is to take full advantage of the technological,
intangible and societal capital of individual countries
and the Union. 
As we will see later on, the stakes are high when it
comes to measuring the economic and societal value
of this capital, which is produced in the public sector as
well as the private sector. Similarly, the calculation of and
criteria for investments and financing must be reviewed;
we cannot leave this to the markets, which promote
certain innovations through speculative bubbles. 
This being the case, the introduction of non-commercial
aspects into the development of markets – a process
that has begun with the SMA – must be developed. This
applies in particular to the diffusion of knowledge and
inventions. A group of long-term public institutions has
submitted a set of proposals on patents and licences to
the Community institutions. It has pointed out that
transactions markets are being developed in the United
States and Asia at the initiative of intellectual property
professionals, while Europe, which is still very fragmented,
is lagging a long way behind. SMEs, the social economy
and trade associations are particularly penalised. The
objective is to set up an integrated European
intellectual property market that is both accessible and
transparent, and to establish market operators and
infrastructures to facilitate the exchange and licensing

PROPOSITION 19 Align social cohesion
and competitiveness by coordinating
economic policies, improving regulations
and market structures, and creating
intellectual property markets

of patents(30). These operators would act as an interface
between supply and demand, purchasing patents and then
offering them to companies – especially SMEs – in the form
of technological cluster licenses. This is typical of the sort
of new economy that we need, promoting the creation of
infrastructures to act as intermediaries in regulated markets. 
As we have already seen, the creation of service
infrastructures of general interest in areas such as
training and employment, open source for
information, the rehabilitation of public land and
healthcare would be instrumental in improving human,
societal and natural capital. These areas of choice are
still largely undeveloped, due to a lack of innovation in
the public and private sectors. By involving the “social
economy” actors, we could establish different
management procedures for short- and long-term risks,
finance investments that are highly capital intensive but
extremely socially effective, introduce mixed funding, and
promote guarantee funds. The best solution for the EU
would be to develop these projects within the framework
of positive legislative principles, in accordance with
article 14 of the Lisbon Treaty(31). 

➎ THE RECONSTRUCTION OF 
EUROPE’S INTERNATIONAL TRADE 
AND INVESTMENT POLICY, COMBINING
RECIPROCITY AND MUTUAL INTEREST
In 2008, the Commission began to investigate the
question of cohesion between internal market policy –
bearing in mind that the internal market has been
weakened by the global market – and external action.
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��� It very quickly closed its investigation, despite the fact
that the Union needs an external economic strategy
including the “external dimension” of its market policies.
This is a key political issue, which involves breaking new
ground and discovering new responsibilities. We will
present only a handful of arguments here, based on our
long experience in commercial matters(32). 
The EU has been using the same strategy since
the mid-1990s; some of its principles are still valid,
but the lack of renewal is frightening considering
how much the world has changed. 
One principle must be defended at all costs: openness!
Besides being spiritually and ethically sound, this principle
complies with the interests of Europeans. International
trade is a priority, without it growth is impossible.
However, it should be subject to a code of good conduct
to build confidence and reduce uncertainty, preferably
on a global, multilateral scale. So far, so good. 
The Union has taken the lead in promoting this code of
conduct, and would like to continue doing so. By acting as
a self-proclaimed “soft power”, it has achieved some good
results. It has brought a wind of change into international
trade. But it is running out of steam. As the Bruegel think
tank observed, power within the EU is fragmented(33) and,
because of its internal divisions, it has had to accept a
lowest common denominator on trade issues when it
needs to defend its own economic interests. European
industry in particular has been affected by the concessions
negotiated at the WTO, as has the principle of Community
preference applicable to the agricultural sector. 
Furthermore, Pascal Lamy’s attempts to include social and
environmental rules and the “Singapore subjects”
(particularly the fundamental issues of competition policy
and investment) in multilateral negotiations have failed
(except in regard to the environment, an area in which the
EU has begun to change the established position, although
it is still struggling with the economic aspects). The EU tries
to cover these objectives by bilateral agreements, but
only to a limited extent. The Commission’s refusal to
negotiate “pure” investment agreements is significant. It
implies going beyond the right of companies to establish
themselves abroad, to the obtaining of a “national
treatment” (i.e. equal treatment of local and foreign firms)
and the regulation of contracts. The Commission is leaving
it up to the Member States to deal with bilateral, country-
to-country agreements themselves.

Pascal Lamy cites two main reasons for these failures:
differences in nations’ collective choices (obvious for
industry and agriculture, and no less so for services) and
differences in their levels of development. The WTO has
accepted discrimination in favour of “developing countries”...
a decision that benefits China and other newly-emerged
economies! The EU has been very blinkered in failing to
perceive the growing success of these countries. But there
is a third reason: governments and public authorities have
an essential role to play in economic growth and in industrial
policy in particular. This role cannot be nullified by trade
regulations, which is obviously true as far as competition
policy and investment are concerned... two areas in which
other countries would be ill-advised to adopt EU rules,
which do not always seem very sound! 
In addition, the EU refused to see the financial crisis
coming, and the lack of regulation and financial
supervision has had a huge impact on the relevance and
reliability of previous trade rules. This has destabilised
the WTO, which is struggling to redefine itself; we are
guessing that, since it has to reconcile trade imperatives
with economic regulation, it will be assuming a new role
as an interface between the two (as suggested by Yvon
Jacob and Serge Guillou)(34). 

Michel Barnier has come up with a novel idea in regard
to trade policy, i.e. to establish a principle of reciprocity.
The Commission has accepted it, but with some
reticence. It is not sure that the Council will agree to
follow in its footsteps. 
Let’s be very clear: the fundamental principle
behind reciprocity is openness, not “protectionism”.
Openness provides huge opportunit ies for
development, and the EU has been opening and
liberalising its internal market without pause since
1994. But openness is not synonymous with free trade:
in the absence of adequate rules, legal uncertainty
and corruption will always be an impediment. For
example, allowing free access to public contracts –
which are always approved by government authorities
and financed by public money – is out of the question(35).

PROPOSITION 20 Establish a principle
of reciprocity, extend it and link it to the
development of a European base camp

(32) “Pour un contrôle social du cycle du millénaire à l’OMC”

in L’Option de Confrontations Europe n°11, 1999 ; Emmanuelle

Butaud-Stubbs, “Defining the European interest for industries

and promoting it in the global competition” in the collective book

Looking for the European interest, in the Europe after Europe

Collection, Ed. Le Manuscrit, 2008.

(33) Fragmented Power: Europe and the global economy,

edited by André Sapir, Bruegel, 2007.
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Jan-Mar 2011 ; Viviane De Beaufort, “Ouverture des marchés
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n°67, May 2011.
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European public contracts are much more widely
accessible than those in emerging countries, the USA
and Japan. The purpose of the Commission’s proposal
is to enable companies to initiate legal proceedings for
unfair competition, and to provide the Union with a
trade defence instrument(36). 
But the EU’s previous policy is an impediment to
change, as it advocates neutrality in regard to supporting
specific companies or sectors. The EU boasts that its
rules have facilitated the development of companies...
they have certainly worked for the large multinationals,
but at what cost? And what about the others? Also, the
principle of reciprocity should be extended to include
public aid and investment. At present, national and EU
grants for R&D benefit foreign companies, but of course
there is no reciprocity. And yet there is still no talk of
tackling these issues today! 
“Offset agreements”(37) are an unrecognized but major
problem. The purpose of these non-standard contracts,
whereby a purchasing country may claim
“compensation” from a supplier country, is to boost local
added value and facilitate the transfer of technology out
of advanced countries. Take China for example, who
having opened its market to acquire the technology
for manufacturing wind farm equipment while also
requesting 40% of local added value then proceeded to
simply close down its own market 10 years later and
bombard us with exports. 
The regulation of technology transfers is a strategic
issue. Either the EU is al lowed to claim such
“compensation” too, or it demonstrates a willingness to
negotiate rules establishing the conditions in which
such transfers are made (as technology is obviously
always going to be transferred). 

The return of politics manifested itself primitively in our
reaction to the “threat” posed by sovereign wealth
funds and emerging multinational companies, which
was to point out the necessity of greater control.

PROPOSITION 21 Develop 
a strategic capacity in trade policy 
and international investment

However, as we need these funds and these new
shareholders, we have only settled for greater
transparency. 
When we are to attract foreign investors, we need
to be proving that we are capable of solidarity and
of making collective choices within Europe. If we
defined our economic interests clearly, particularly with
regard to energy and access to raw materials, then
we would be better able to manage joint funding and
technology transfer requirements. The European Long-
term Investors Club, which we will be discussing later
on, has persuaded the sovereign wealth funds to
participate in the European fund industry that it wishes
to set up. Far from adopting a defensive approach,
the Union should be encouraging such crossovers, as
they will promote and finance cooperation of mutual
interest. But the uncertainty of the legal framework and
of European policy is a huge obstacle. Furthermore,
neither the old and debt-distressed countries in the
west nor the medium-sized emerging countries have the
culture or the structures needed. For example, foreign
direct investment (FDI) in the Mediterranean region is
affected by a lack of cooperation and modernisation in
terms of public investment decision-making. 
The EU must not only define its strategic interests,
but also ensure that its standards are accompanied
by an adequate taxation system (for example, a
carbon tax rather than cross-border compensation
mechanisms), lower the cost of capital for long-
term investment agreements and partnerships, and
develop a zoning policy. Its relationships with
neighbouring countries are weak and overshadowed by
distrust. We are rushing to invest in Asia, which is
organised into a zoned area, and we have not organised
anything with the BRIC countries... Olivier Freget argues
for a bilateralisation of our institutional system with the
Chinese system and those of emerging countries(38).
At present, the Commission does not have a central
forecasting and strategy development capacity.
Worse, it does not see the need for one. This is a
significant political problem, which must be
addressed. Especially since Germany has developed
its own capacity in this area. 
We should point out that knowledge of the impact of
trade and of FDI is weak. Specialised institutes and
consultants are busy collecting data from one source or
another so as to build a common statistical apparatus. 
Lastly, in regard to geostrategic capacity, the
Americans have combined their external, security and
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��� trade policies into one formidably cohesive unit. There
is absolutely nothing like that here. This is something
to be thinking about while the Commission’s units
and the EU’s new External Action Service work away
in their separate corners!

➏ PROMOTING AND FINANCING 
LONG-TERM INVESTMENTS 
THAT BREAK WITH THE DOGMAS 
OF SHARE VALUE
The biggest “market failure” to date has been the
systemic crisis. There is absolutely no doubt that
Commissioner Michel Barnier is determined to regulate
the financial sector, and the results are encouraging(39).
But prudential regulation and supervision will not
solve the problem of how to finance the economy
and a failure to combine regulation with investment
could create some serious contradictions. The
Commissioner is preparing the next stage of the SMA,
which will focus on investment (beginning with a Green
Paper open to consultation). Although the financial
sector is going to be more regulated and is heading
towards restructuring, there is nothing to prove that the
foundations of financialisation (shareholder power,
investment liquidity) will be challenged. There has
never been so much capital and liquidity available,
but the focus on the present – which caused the
economic crisis in the first place – has increased
along with it. While public finances are under strain,
private investors are highly risk-averse and surplus
liquidity is lying idle. So we have to ask ourselves: to
make the investments required, do we still have to rely
on asset price bubbles for certain technologies and raw
materials, and in other areas found attractive by herd
traders? Would it not be better if the public authorities
– act ing in partnership with managers and
entrepreneurs who are not directly involved in this
kind of finance – promoted investments of public
interest themselves, by adjusting market prices and
drawing on the considerable but poorly used pool of
savings available through the medium of long-term
investors and new intermediation tools? 
Far from demonising the financial sector that we
need so much, we should be reforming it so that it
can start serving the public interest again, and leave
behind the decades of market-polarized finance. 

PROPOSITION 22 Define public
responsibilities for measuring value 
and the economic worth of projects

Almost ten years ago, Michel Pébereau(40) and other
French financial managers severely criticised the
accounting standards that the EU was preparing to
adopt. The Commission had given full responsibility for
defining these standards to a private association of
leading “experts”, who were strong advocates of the
efficient market hypothesis. Despite the efforts made
since 2010, it has been extremely difficult to regain
control of the situation. 
The widespread adoption of “market value” as a
benchmark is not only a problem in terms of accounting
standards, but also in terms of prudential standards. In
addition, it has contaminated the entire process of
valuing real and financial commitments(41). While
accounting has become a branch of the law, the
valuation of investment projects covers all future
aspects: anticipated costs and receipts, selection of
discount rates... in short, all the economic calculations
included in management models. The “market value”
approach raises all the profitability and liquidity
requirements at the same time. 
Therefore, in many European countries, the government
is no longer able or finds it extremely difficult to evaluate
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economic projects. In addition, national accounting
and economic calculation systems, which have been
contaminated by the notion of “fair value”, do not include
capital measurement procedures, and the procedures
for calculating actual added value, actual total
productivity and “external effects” have not been
updated. Governments are investing much less, and
have not understood the necessity of a multi-partner
public investment governance system. They depend on
public accountants and financiers from various
departments, who are unable to appreciate the costs
and benefits of real assets; the latter are more interested
in the possibility of obtaining government aid than
anything else. The market does not have the ability to
calculate the economic risk involved in a loan or a
financing project; it confuses it with liquidity risk. And
where certain assets do not appear in the current
accounts but have significant externalities, it does not
know how to value them (except by guesswork, driven
by the prospect of profit).
Market experts and agencies – on which the national
and Community administrations depend – cannot
pull evaluations of long-term investment projects of
public interest out of their own guess. Certain
conditions need to be met, conditions for which the
public authorities are responsible:
• Implementation of accounting models for project
stakeholders and sponsors, distinguishing between
economic evaluation and market-oriented financial
measures; selection of discount rates;
• Organisation of market structures, design of new
taxes, introduction of efficient pricing methods; 
• Coordination of the relation between the supply and
demand for funding for public interest projects (role of
public agencies-interfaces); 
• Development of incentives for long-term saving, and
to encourage financial institutions to assume their
responsibilities for market transformation and/or
intermediation. 
Failure to introduce these measures would signify the
complete submission of the public authorities to the
dominance of market value, which would impact on
businesses and on their long-term projects. For
example, the structural drop in the market value of
listed companies in France (and even Germany)
directly affects their investment capacity; yet their
market value does not reflect their real value at all,
which makes us wonder what purpose the stock
exchange serves. And instead of the transparency
we were promised, we are faced with complete
obscurity; we do not even know who the controlling
shareholders are any more. 
The CEOs of the major multinational corporations
should join forces to help re-establish public action.
If they fail to do this, then we must assume that they

are making the best of the system as it is. Many of
these corporations have little debt and a lot of
equity, and have easy access to funding. However,
they are currently stacking up masses of cash. They
too have been affected by financial short-termism
and the preference for liquidity.

In 2008, the political leaders gathered at the G20 summit
resolved to re-establish “financial stability” and to impose
new prudential regulations on both financial institutions
and markets alike. The EU was a leader devoted to a
global harmonisation and faithfully implement the rules
established by the Basel Committees for banks and
other financial establishments. But as learning from the
crisis, the EU asks itself about the content of these
rules(42). In a letter to the European Banking Authority,
Commissioners Barnier and Tajani express their worry
about the global impact of the new rules on loans to
SMEs. But the United States has announced that it will
not, in the main, be implementing the Basel III proposals.
In our opinion, the principle behind the Basel III proposals
– i.e. to increase regulatory equity requirements for banks
– is a fair one, because we are experiencing a debt
crisis. But the Basel III framework makes no distinction
between different bank management models on the
basis of quality, and wants to make cash reserve

PROPOSITION 23 Evaluate current
prudential regulations and introduce 
a European banking policy to meet 
the financing needs of the economy
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��� requirements too stringent. There is a risk that this will cut
off the credit needed by the economy, so we need to find
a better compromise. Hence the growing interest in
bank governance and credit risk assessment models.
Basel III seems to ignore the specific nature of bank
liabilities, which is hardly surprising since most central
bankers on the Committee no longer carry out credit
control procedures (in France, they stopped doing so after
the reforms of 1984-1986!). For instance, Basel III requires
the same amount of capital for highly innovative medium-
term activities as for mortgage loans! A particularly difficult
battle is underway to ensure that the specific risks
associated with SMEs, the social economy and sectoral
differences are taken into consideration. 
One of the main reasons for the deterioration of
the crisis in Europe, as observed by Nicolas Véron
and the Bruegel Institute, is the lack of a common
banking policy(43). A harmonised and centralised bank
restructuring programme should have been
implemented very early on to prevent the extensive
contagion that has occurred. Instead of this, the draft
directive seeking a harmonised resolution to banking
crises is still being discussed four years later. It rules
requires common rules on deposit guarantees,
bankruptcy law, and on the contribution of financial
investors in the event of a banking crisis (they could bail
in banks for example by transforming debts into shares,
instead of bailing them out, which puts the rescue
burden on the taxpayer). 
One of the main impediments to “harmonisation” lies
in our approach to the specific responsibilities of major
universal banks and their relationship with market
finance. The complete separation of deposit and loan
activities from market transactions is not a panacea;
what we really need to do is to regulate these
transactions. This option has been suggested by
France and other European countr ies but
systematically rejected by the British, who make
colossal profits from trading and have everything to
gain from its expansion. Commissioner Barnier is
doing everything he can to enforce market regulation
with the help of MEPs such as Jean-Paul Gauzès,
despite the many obstacles laid down by the
champions of market finance. Considerable efforts
are therefore being made to ban high frequency
trading, uncovered selling and to set up clearing
houses to reintroduce transparency, etc. 
French and continental banks are being pushed to
develop more trading activities anyway (which is
a paradox, considering that these activities

triggered the financial crisis!), but this does not
mean that the battle is lost. The financial markets
will be very different in the future and we need to
anticipate and be ready for the changes, firstly by
tackling “shadow banking” (again a vehicle by which
big banks get rid again of structures loans), and
secondly by making new financing mechanisms
available to businesses. Banks will be given a bigger
role in market intermediation (in addition to lending of
course, which, as we have said, wil l require a
framework for new banking models). The role of
banks in intermediation must not be surrendered,
but it must be revised. 

To finance long-term investment(44), which will drive
sustainable growth in the future, the EU should explore
the potential role of institutional investors. Better than
banks, they are able to fulfil long-term financial
commitments into their asset management
operations because their liability structures do not
present a high risk of liquidity in the short term.
They can in particular stabilise the ownership of
corporate assets and liabilities, thereby giving support
to management. This potential is under-used at present:
it is estimated that, on average, only 10% of the
investments made by institutional investors are long
term in nature. Semi-public banks, sovereign wealth
funds, foundations and family offices are the most
available while, because of the economic crisis, pension
funds are having to make up the gap between the
value of their assets and that of their short- to mid-term
liabilities; as for insurance companies, they have
withdrawn from the stock market (which accounted
for 20% of their investments in France in 2000, and
3% in 2010)(45). 
The proposals put forward by the Long-Term
Investors Club, which currently has 14 members,
half of which are not European, are worth taking
into consideration in the second stage of the Single
Market Act(46). Members include the following: the
EIB, which is a bank for banks and has begun to
acquire investment financing tools; the French Deposit
and Consignment Office (CDC) and the Italian Deposit

PROPOSITION 24 Create a policy
framework to concretise the potential 
role of institutional investors/savings
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and Loan Bank (CDP), which invest depositors’ savings
into long-term projects (the CDP also works a lot with
social investors); and Germany’s KfW banking group,
which raises funds on the markets and finances
regional projects in close cooperation with commercial
banks. The UK’s Green Bank is not yet in the Club, but
is in talks with its members. It has a great deal of
experience with public-private partnerships, and
provides them with a common platform for changing
their business models so that they can undertake
public interest investments. 
These institutional investors have different business
models, but they all have the same long-term vision.
They propose to create the debt and equity
instruments that the European economy needs.
Confrontations Europe is taking part in this movement,
alongside its partners and Franco Bassanini(47). 
In tandem with the banks, these investors propose to
investigate the use of project bonds and other public
debt guarantee instruments. They can buy up bank
debt securities if the securitisation arrangement provides
for the funding of infrastructure generating a stable
income. Above all, these investors would like to create
a European investment fund industry comprised of
multiple investment funds that is able to take full
advantage of household savings and sovereign wealth
funds. But to unlock the full potential of these resources,
the institutional investors need a European regulatory
framework that will allow them to transform savings into
long-term investments. However, under the Basel III
and Solvency II regimes, institutional investors are treated
in the same way as banks, in that they are subject to a
short-term liquidity requirement. This can only lead to the
premature liquidation of long-term investments. A
number of amendments are being planned with a view
to rectifying the situation, establishing counter-cyclical
regulations and, hopefully, reducing the capital charge
on very long-term liability contracts such as pensions. But
the bias is still there. 
Venture capital is a thorny issue. The European
financial industry is undergoing an existential crisis
in this area. Between 2006 and 2010, private equity
investments totalled ¤ 264 billion. In 2011, they
amounted to only four billion. The criticism levelled
against their business models is warranted, but this
should not conceal the functional benefits of the
industry. The regulations put private equity on the
same footing as hedge funds, although its economic
role is fundamentally different: its goal is to stimulate
the growth of SMEs. Government agencies such as

Oseo are useful, but their development does not
dispense us from defining a regulatory framework
specific to venture capitalist activity. 
More generally speaking, the development of a
European investment fund industry calls for the
creation of a vast European bond market. Different
sections of standardized long-term bonds could
be issued to finance projects of public interest. The
experimental issuance of Eurobonds – primarily to
finance the development of competitive industry
in countries under stress – would be in keeping
with this approach. 
A concerted effort must be made to reform taxation on
savings, in order to channel savings towards investment:
in Europe today, the taxation system encourages debt
rather than equity. This situation needs to be reversed
through the introduction of common incentives to
organise long-lasting undertakings.

The inefficiency of financing in Europe derives not
only from the rules governing banks and other
financial savings institutions, but also of course from
public financing and incentive mechanisms. We
complain that there are not enough public funds available
because of debt, but we are not doing enough about the
vast amount of money wasted. Whether in respect of
national government aid (including tax aid), the European
research, innovation and cohesions funds (which concern
industry) or the conditions governing foreign investment,
the duplication of spending, institutional fragmentation and
rivalry and the inability of the public authorities to use
funds on useful projects are common knowledge. 
Therefore the need for major reforms, for which
the European budget reform should serve as a
catalyst and a lynchpin(48): an integrated European
and national budget strategy as proposed by Alain
Lamassoure, and not just the supervision of national
budgets; a systemic and harmonised reform of tax
systems and public aid, rather than new regulations
on such aid designed under the frame of the competition
policy; and a system to assess the effectiveness of
incentives, etc. 
Failing this, the Commission is proposing “new”
financial instruments to try to lessen the risk aversion
of private investors. We regret that it has not

PROPOSITION 25 Introduce integrated
reforms of public financing and its
governance in order to create a new
multiplier of public interest investment
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��� proposed a framework for public action on the
assessment and selection of priority investment
projects; so as to better identify appropriate financing
methods. Otherwise, there is no point in estimating
investment needs at hundreds of thousands or even
trillions of euros, since these needs will never be
met. As we have already pointed out, most of the
investments needed to generate new sustainable
growth are characterised by high fixed costs and
deferred profits. In addition, they require a substantial
injection of equity. 
The European Union proposes introducing project
bond(49), which are credit enhancement instruments
guaranteed by the public authorities and designed to
attract financing for projects within the gas and
transport infrastructure sectors. These projects are
developed by specific companies operating with
public-private partnerships; their scope of action is
limited because investors believe it is much more
risky to finance such partnerships than to directly
finance a large company. The Commission would like
to use project bonds as levers for economic recovery,
but at present they only account for a few billion
euros of investment funds. Project bonds must not be
confused with Euro-bonds: these would be
instruments for mutualising national public debts and
financing development programs in countries facing
deep difficulties. 
It is worth pointing out again that the project
preparation and selection process poses a major
governance problem, and clearly reflects the lack
of a publ ic culture within the European
institutions. The Commission relies exclusively on its
own departments to select projects, and expects
the EIB and other national semi-public banks to put
together a portfolio of projects for selection. The EIB
is a remarkable institution, and member States should
raise its capital, so that in can get widely involved with
investment funds. But it does not deal directly with
industrial firms. Since the latter apply for public funds
– and not just private funds –, then the public
authorities must have a role along with a framework
for public partnerships. The EIB itself recognises that
it does not have the expertise needed for industrial
projects. It is time to acknowledge the fact that the
responsibility for public interest investment
projects should be shared between several public
institutions, and that these projects should be
co-developed with the private sector. 

The Commission is aware that the Community budget
must be increased in order to act as a lever for
investment within a multi-annual framework. From
2014 to 2020, it proposes to allocate more funds to
education and to the “Connecting Europe” facility. But
the duplication of spending, the waste of public funds
and the under-use of European funds (especially in
poor regions) will remain widespread due to a lack of
real cooperation between national and European
institutions. In addition, there is a risk that the choices
made in terms of infrastructure development could
increase polar isat ion in some places and
deindustrialisation in others. 
Therefore, it is vital that we develop a democratic
and transparent Community framework to govern
the selection of European public interest investment
projects. This framework will explain how to turn political
objectives into a set of specifications for project and
partnership proposal submissions, and how to establish
the economic value of investments using market models
appropriate to the fields and sectors concerned. It will
also describe the type of mixed financing framework that
is most likely to reduce uncertainty, and is most suited
to the wide variety of public and private investors
involved. A chapter will be attached to the Community
budget containing all necessary information on
investment guarantees and operations. A European
Treasury will be created under the responsibility of the
political institutions. 
The EU could take inspiration from the systems set
up by the different Member States(50). In Germany, the
federal authorities define strategy, coordinate players
and vote for planning laws; the Länder select projects
assessed by specialised committees. In the United
States, decisions regarding major programmes are
taken at the federal level, special agencies have
been set up to address industrial and technological
innovation objectives, and public financing is based
on incentives for grassroots initiatives. On the other
hand, project funding is declining and PPPs are rare.
Colbert was an exceptional man in his day and
France owes him a lot. Today is a different context,
however we cannot be accused of Colbertism simply
because we are concerned about the lack of public
agencies in the Community that would be capable of
defining and promoting projects of general interest
(design, certification, evaluation) and acting as
intermediaries between the institutions and project
developers. Agencies have been built in the energy,
transport and space industries, which are not
however spared from the governance issues already
pointed out. ■
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Today, radical divergences in the interests and models of
Member States and the EU’s refusal to shoulder such
responsibility are hindering the creation of an integrated
industrial strategy. Far from deterring those already
aware of this need, we must unite our efforts to make it
a priority. We propose action at two and more different
space in order to move forward. 
We should start by building cooperation between current and
future Eurozone members, who have understood that very
strong industrial cooperation is essential to prevent collapse. A
multinational cooperation pact should be developed to promote
industrial convergence and solidarity. We must also take action
within the Community as it is here that, in accordance with the
treaties, certain decisions are reached regarding market policy,
the budget, and the reform and improvement of certain common
policies. The multinational pact is a dimension of a restructuring
of the Union, others being the making of regional markets,
such as those already existing in the North of Europe and those
we would like to see develop in the Balkans and south-eastern
Europe. Some common policies, such as the energy policy,
should already encompass neighbouring countries like Turkey
and the East and South of the Mediterranean sea. The
coexistence of these groups of countries has already led to some
tension and rivalry, but that is inevitable. The goal is to make
decisions that promote the common interest of Europe as a
whole, rather than to antagonise the different parties, and hence
consolidating the Union. 
Economic and social players sharing the same aspiration
must combine their efforts, speak out in public, and form
a united critical mass in several European countries. At
present, macroeconomic stability and growth objectives are
a priority, and the task of consolidating structural foundations
and economic models has been left to the experts and to the
legal profession. Many political leaders are calling repeatedly
for growth, but they are doing very little to promote it! Industry
is of course a key factor in new growth. 
Relaunching the Social dialogue that has to be
transformed to become Economic is necessary since
there will be no new industry without building new
industrial relations. Today’s political leaders are afraid that
their citizens will not accept “austerity”, and/or that they will
want to reduce social inequalities. The problem runs much
deeper: we need to speak with young people, and with the
population as a whole to create a responsible society united
around new development perspectives. If we are to mobilise
nations behind a new industrial imperative, we must include
victims of social exclusion, prepare young people for
employment, increase workers’ skills and participation, and
redistribute the prerogatives of the “elite” in terms of
knowledge, management and government. 

This is what dictates the meaning of “governance”, which is
much too weak a term to describe the process of bringing
together private and public-sector players, companies,
employees and students around common projects, public
institutions capable of planned cooperation, and governments
and institutions with the ability to promote, rather than hinder,
compatibility between market and financing frameworks and
project development of public interest. 
The European institutions must at all costs accept to
change their way of thinking, which is difficult when in
most cases it has become a dogma. It must accept to
create European public goods; no market can be viable
and effective if it is geared exclusively towards commercial
activities. The EU’s resources for technological development
and diffusion, territorial cohesion and sectoral restructuring
must no longer be subject to bargaining between national
governments and the Commission, but pooled together
and used for effective industrial cooperation and
development projects. 
The implications of a multi-level, multi-player strategy in
terms of training and methods are huge, and cannot be
underestimated. We need to develop a collective
approach, and a Europe-wide capacity for forward
planning and initiative in the sustainable development
industry. The way in which national governments and the
Community have managed industrial expertise is strikingly
amateurish: we must never forget that the financialisation of
business and the economy and the bureaucratic deterioration
of public administration are two major and closely-linked
problems. Calling on external expertise without
establishing a political analysis and summary of the
situation based on an in-depth industrial and social
dialogue is no longer acceptable. Private firms and
corporations often have a much better knowledge of
international competition. Independent industrial analysis and
forecasting networks, offering a mixed pool of public, private
and social skills, must be set up alongside the national and
Community institutions to provide the information needed to
debate and develop political choices. Working together
closely, the Member States and the Union must set up a
network of public agencies to provide support for project
developers and investors, and to promote sectoral and
territorial convergence and synergy. 
Hopefully, the wide range of measures taken to design and
develop drivers for sustainable development will lead to
corporate and institutional change, and hence to the
building of the foundations and systems needed to
establish a cooperative and mixed economy and to tackle
the enormous industrial challenges facing us today. ■

Philippe Herzog, May 10, 2012
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